The motivation behind this note, is due to the non success in finding the complete solution to the General Quintic Equation. The hope was to have a solution with all the parameters precisely calculated in a straight forward manner. This paper gives the closed form solution for the five roots of the General Quintic Equation. They can be generated on Maple V, or on the new version Maple VI. On the new version of maple, Maple VI, it may be possible to insert all the substitutions calculated in this paper, into one another, and construct one large equation for the Tschirnhausian Transformation. The solution also uses the Generalized Hypergeometric Function which Maple V can calculate, robustly.
INTRODUCTION
It has been known since about 2000 BC, that the Mesopotamians have been able to solve the Quadratic Equation with the Quadratic Formula [Young, 1] . It took until 1545 AD, for Cardano to publish his solution for the Cubic Equation, in his " Artis magnae sive de regulis algebraicis". But it was actually Tartaglia who did the original work to solve the cubic. Cardano's roommate, Ferrari (in Cardano's Ars magna), solved the Quartic Equation at about the same time Cardano solved the Cubic Equation. Tartaglia fought ferociously against Cardano, Ferrari, and Sciopone Ferro, for stealing his solution of the Cubic Equation. This situation was filled with perjury, disputation, and bitterness. Finally, Cardano was thrown into prison by the inquisition for heresy, for making the horoscope of Christ [Guerlac, 2] . Erland Samuel Bring (1786) , was the first person to perform a Tschirnhausian Transformation to a quintic equation, successfully. He transformed a quintic with the fourth and third order terms missing, i.e. xˆ5+pxˆ2+qx+r=0, to the Bring Form xˆ5-x-s=0 [Bring, 3] . This work was disputed by the University of Lund, and was lost in the university's archives. I do not know if an original
THE TSCHIRNHAUSIAN TRANSFORMATION TO BRING'S NORMAL FORM
The initial Tshirnhausian Transformation I use is a generalization of Bring's [Bring, 3] , but a simplification of Cayley's [Cayley, 13] , with a quartic substitution, + 600 p q − 510 m p 2 − 120 n 3 m − 680 m p q + 260 m 2 n q + 300 m n r − 500 n r + 80 p n 2 − 170 m 3 p n + 60 n 3 ))/(2 m 2 − 5 n) so alpha is just a number calculated directly from the coefficients of the Quintic. Now the coefficient multiplying the linear term in d is also linear in both eta and xi, solving it for eta and substituting this into the zeroth term in d, gives a Quadratic Equation only in xi, i.e. let zeroth term in d := ξ2 ξ 2 + ξ1 ξ + ξ0 with the equations for xi2, xi1, and xi0 given in the appendix(see the example given). xi is given by the Quadratic Formula, ξ := 1 2 −ξ1 + ξ1 2 − 4 ξ2 ξ0 ξ2 Poly2 is cubic in d, setting it to zero, and using Cardano's Rule(on Maple) to solve for d, gives, where d0, d1, d2, d3, and d4 are given in the example in the appendix. With these substitutions the transformed Quintic, poly, takes the form yˆ5+Ay+B =0 where A and B are generated by maple's determinant command(these are also in the example given in the appendix).
Then with a linear transformation the transformed equation yˆ5+Ay+B = 0 , becomes zˆ5-z-s = 0, where
(1/4) z s := − B (−A) (5/4) We have used the fact that Poly4 is linear in a to get Poly4 = 0. Then b,c and d were considered a point in space, on the curve of intersection of a quadratic surface, Poly3, and a cubic surface, Poly2. Giving Poly3 = Poly2 = 0, as required [Cayley, 13] , [Green, 14] and [Bring, 3] .
THE SOLUTION TO BRING'S NORMAL FORM
Bring's Normal Form is solvable. Any polynomial that can be transformed to zˆn-azˆm-b=0 can be solved with the Hypergeometric Equation [Weisstein, 5] . The solution is given by considering z=z(s) and differentiating zˆ5-z-s = 0 w.r.t. s four times. Then equate the fourth, third, second, first and zeroth order differentials, multiplied by free parameters, to zero [Cockle, 8 and 9] , [Harley, 10] , [Cayley, 11] . Then make the substitution sˆ4 = t. The resulting equation is a Generalized Hypergeometric Equation of the Fuchsian type [Slater, 15] , with the following solution [Weisstein, 5] ,
Now calculating y, with y := (−A) (1/4) z We now undo the Tschirnhausian Transformation by substituting d, c, b, a and y into the quartic substitution, Tsh1. The resulting Quartic Equation is then solved using Ferrari's method [King, 6] , this gives the following set of equations,
This gives four roots y1, y2, y3, and y4. These are then substituted back into the Tschirnhausian Quartic to see which one satisfies it. The root that satisfies it, will also satisfy the General Quintic Equation, Eq1 [Prasolov and Solovyev, 8] . Let this root be r1. It is the root that satisfies both the Quartic Tshirnhausian Transformation and General Quintic Equation. This root varies as function of the parameters m, n, p, q, and r. Another way of keeping track of which root satisfies Quintic and Quartic, one could make a five column spread sheet or a five dimensional plot of m, n, p, q and r. Once the root that satisfies the quintic is determined, the other four roots of the quintic are obtained by factoring out the root just obtained, this gives the following equations, r1 := yN 2, 3, 4] dd := m + r1
Where xˆ4+ddxˆ3+ccxˆ2+bbx+aa=0 was solved using Ferrari's method. This gives the other four roots of the General Quintic Equation, r2, r3, r4 and r5. The last step to do is to just check and make sure that they satisfy the original Quintic, and of course they do! Now we have the five roots of the most general fifth degree polynomial in a closed form. To write them all down on a piece of paper, one would need, a piece of paper the size of large asteroid. But these days with computers with such large memories, this can be done quite easily. Now one might say what is the purpose of doing this? Why make monstrous equations like this? Surely this must be useless? The answer to these questions is quite simple! Was the quadratic equation important and all the associated geometry of parabolas, circles hyperbolas, ..etc? Were the cubic and quartic solutions important in calculating arcs of ellipses, lemniscate curves, pendulum motion, precession of planetary orbits, etc.. Now having the equation for the roots of the quintic, we can investigate it's properties and begin to use it to solve physical problems. I think it is quite exciting that with the help of computer algebra we can attack the non-linear problems of physics and mathematics much more easily than in the days of Jacobi, Bring, Abel, Cayley,..etc. I hope that actually calculating the roots has dispelled the common believe of most people I have talked to, that "it is impossible to calculate the roots of the General Quintic Equation in a closed form". Now I will put an end to this little project, by showing a maple session as an example in the appendix. The other cases in the appendix(m=0 and n=0) work as well, I do not want to waste time and space here by doing them.. In the appendix I calculate the roots of an arbitrary General Quintic. I will let the reader load up the other equations on his/her computer, and see for themselves that they, in fact, do work.
These roots actually satisfy the Quintic identically, but the computer ran out memory space. This equation which calculates the roots of the Quintic, was checked with various values of the parameters m, n, p, q and r. It works for all values except one. When m = 0. This is probably because all the equations above really need to be put into one another then the division by zero cancels. So below, I diveded the calculation into three cases only to avoid having the computer divide by zero. When all the equations are put together, I get a Maple error saying "Object Big Prod". Maple probably has a memory protection limit built into it. Once this is removed, then run on a computer with a larger memory, then all the above equations may be substituted into one another. Also the final equation with all the substitutions completed, may be decrease in size, due to cancellations. The creators of Maple tell me that this is going to be accomplished with the next version of Maple, Maple VI. > r := 3.3921817*10^2; r := 339.2181700 > To avoid having the computer divide by zero, the calculation of > alpha, eta, and xi is divided into three cases: 1) m and n not equal to zero 2) m equal to zero and n not 3) both m and n equal to zero. The > last one is Bring's original transformation. > m and n not equal to zero > alpha := > evalf(1/2*(-13*m*n-10*n^2+4*m^3+20*q+17*m^2*n-4*m^4+15*p-17*m*p+sqrt(-> 680*q*m*p+200*m^2*r+30*m^3*n^2+360*p*m^2*n-80*m^4*p-500*n*r+260*q*m^2* > n-190*m*n*p-80*m*p*n^2-15*n^2*m^4+60*n^3*m^2+80*p*n^2+60*n^3-170*m^3*n > *p-200*n*q+80*m^2*q+40*m^5*p-100*q*n^2+400*q^2-120*m^3*r+225*p^2+265*m >^2*p^2+300*m*n*r-40*q*m^4+60*n*p^2+600*p*q-15*m^2*n^2+40*m^3*p-510*m*p >^2-120*m*n^3-40*m^3*q-20*m*n*q))/(2*m^2-5*n)): > xi3 := > evalf(580*m^3*p*alpha^2*n-80*m^5*p*alpha^2+1500*m^3*p^2*alpha+5200*m^2 > *n^3*q+1360*m^6*n*q+1600*q^2*m^2*alpha+5000*q^2*m*n-4000*q^3+3200*q*n> 3*alpha-320*q*m^6*alpha-5775*m*p^2*n*alpha-4065*m^4*n^2*q-6625*m^2*n*q >^2-5625*q*m*p^2+3285*m^2*p^2*q+5820*m^4*p^2*n-160*q*m^4*alpha^2-8020*m >^2*p^2*n^2-1580*m^4*p^2*alpha+310*m*p*n^4+3300*m*p*q^2+860*m^7*p*n-360 > *m^5*p*q+5895*q*m^3*n^2-4000*q^2*n*alpha+1040*q*m^4*n-1990*q*m^2*n^2-2 > 400*q*m^5*n-180*n^5+200*m*p*q*n^2+1125*n*p^2*alpha^2-2250*n^2*p^2*alph > a-375*n^2*m^2*r-1500*n^3*m*r+1000*n^2*p*r+375*n^2*m^3*r-5000*n*q*r+495 > 0*m^2*p^3-400*q*m*p*n*alpha+760*q*m^4*p+320*q*m^5*alpha-2820*m^5*p*n^2 > +2585*m^3*p*n^3+3800*q*n^2*p-2000*q^2*m^3-5300*q*m*n^3+2250*q*p^2-2250 > *m*p^3+30*n^2*m^4*alpha^2-160*q*m^6-850*m^4*p^2+160*m^8*p-80*m^7*p+104 > 5*n^3*p^2-2000*n*q^2-3125*n*r^2+1500*n^3*r+1200*n^3*q-400*q*m^3*p+60*n >^2*m^6*alpha+7055*m^2*p^2*n*alpha-1485*n^4*m^3+525*n^4*m^2+800*m^2*q^2 > +1250*m^2*r^2-240*n^3*m^4+540*n^3*m^5+5625*p^2*r+1780*m^5*p^2-195*n^3* > m^2*alpha^2-675*n^2*p^2+300*n^4*alpha^2+320*q*m^7-600*n^5*alpha-2005*n >^3*m^2*p+800*q*m^2*alpha^2*n+435*n^3*m^3*alpha-780*n^4*m*alpha+2600*q* > m*n^2*alpha+2000*m^2*q*r+1000*m^3*r*p-450*m^2*p^2*alpha^2-4275*p^3*n-6 > 0*n^2*m^7-1140*n^4*p-1000*m^4*p*r+3375*p^3*alpha-950*m*p*n^2*alpha^2+1 > 140*n^5*m-500*m^3*q*r+30*n^2*m^6+7885*n^2*m*p^2-160*m^8*q+5200*n^2*q^2 > -60*n^2*m^5*alpha-2200*n^4*q+4230*n^2*m^4*p+1650*m^4*q^2+30*m^8*n^2-11 > 55*m^2*n^5+7500*q*p*r+990*m^4*n^4-300*m^6*n^3+4500*q*p^2*alpha-5700*q* > p^2*n-1840*q*m^3*n*alpha+280*m^3*p*q*n+900*n^3*alpha*p-6375*m*p^2*r-38 > 25*m*p^3*alpha+4845*m*p^3*n-1170*q*m^2*n*p-30*n^3*m*p-3000*q*n*alpha*p > -560*q*m^3*p*alpha-160*m^7*p*alpha-495*n^3*m^4*alpha+1170*n^4*m^2*alph > a-1490*n^2*m^3*p+100*q*m*n*p+160*m^6*alpha*p+700*m^5*n*p-4750*n*r*m*p-> 1560*m^6*n*p+4500*n*m^2*p*r-250*n*m*q*r+1200*q*m^2*alpha*p-3375*n^2*m> 3*p*alpha+3700*n*m^2*p^2+2160*q*m^4*n*alpha-4500*q*m^2*n^2*alpha-930*m >^6*p^2-9440*n*m^3*p^2+880*n^3*m*p*alpha+2245*n^2*m^2*alpha*p-80*m^9*p+ > 1440*m^5*p*n*alpha-2720*m^3*p^3-1280*m^4*n*alpha*p-1000*q*n^2*alpha^2+ > 300*n^6): > xi2 := > evalf(5640*m^6*alpha*q*p+46000*m*q^2*r-240*m^6*alpha*p^2+3400*m^4*alph > a*q*r-480*m^8*alpha*q+4875*p^2*alpha*n*r-990*m^5*alpha*n^4+1800*m^4*al > pha^2*q*p-600*n^4*alpha^2*p+4750*n^2*alpha^2*p^2*m+160*m^8*alpha*r-191 > 0*n^3*alpha^2*p*m^2+240*m^7*alpha^2*q-4860*m^5*alpha*q^2+120*m^5*alpha >^2*p^2+60*m^5*alpha^2*n^3-15000*p*alpha*q*r-4680*m^7*alpha*q*n-7600*p> 2*alpha*m^2*r-3900*n^3*m*alpha*r+240*m^7*alpha*p^2+1500*n^3*alpha^2*r+ > 12600*q^2*alpha*m*p-160*n*alpha^2*r*m^4+600*n^5*alpha^2*m-19250*m*n^2* > r^2+27500*n*p*q*r+4500*p*alpha*n^2*r+5100*p^2*alpha*q*n-200*m^6*alpha> 2*n*p-2220*n^3*p*q-8700*n^3*p*r+3420*m^6*alpha*n^2*p+26250*n*p*r^2+340 > 0*n*p*q^2-14750*m^2*p*r^2-400*m^8*alpha*n*p-10980*m^4*alpha*q*n^2+280* > m^7*p*r-2250*p^3*alpha^2*n-520*m^5*alpha*r*p-1800*p^2*alpha*n^3+900*p> 3*alpha^2*m^2-9375*p*alpha*r^2+14820*m^5*alpha*q*n^2+6000*r*q*n^2+1600 > *r*q*m^4-6520*m^5*alpha*n*p^2+2460*m^2*n^3*r-5400*m^5*alpha*q*p+400*m> 7*alpha*n*p-500*m^2*n*r^2-3020*m^5*alpha*p*n^2-280*m^6*n*r-640*m^4*n^2 > *r-4560*m*n^5*p+8700*m*n^4*r-120*m^6*alpha*n^3-600*m^6*alpha*n*r-1920* > m^5*alpha^2*q*n+1360*m^4*alpha^2*n^2*p-840*m^4*alpha*n^2*r-7320*m^4*al > pha*n^3*p+870*m^4*alpha*n^4+3360*m^4*alpha*q^2-3720*m^7*p*n^2+4500*n^2 > *alpha^2*m^3*q+14050*m*n^3*p*r+1700*n^2*alpha^2*q*p-10095*p^2*m*q^2-10 > 920*q^2*alpha*m^2*n-700*n^2*alpha^2*m^2*r+11000*m*p*q*r-2200*n*alpha^2 > *m^3*p^2-3380*m^5*p^2*n-4350*p^3*m^2*q-870*m^2*p*n^4-2560*m^3*p*n^4-30 > 00*n^3*alpha^2*m*q-4000*m^3*alpha*q*r+4200*n*alpha^2*m*q^2-1000*m^2*p> 2*r-5000*n*alpha^2*q*r+7120*m^2*p*q*n^2+6080*m^4*p^2*n*alpha+830*m^2*p >^2*q*n-18300*m^4*p^2*q-47000*m^2*p*q*r-38890*m^3*p*q*n^2-13100*m^2*p^3 > *n+12080*m^3*p^2*n^2+23580*m^2*p^2*n^3+31040*m^3*p^3*n+33660*m^5*p*q*n > -13480*m^4*p*q*n+21850*m*p^2*n*r+820*m^4*p*n*r-8200*m^2*n*q*r-3300*m*p > *n^2*r+200*m^5*p*r+4660*m^3*p*n^3*alpha-480*m^6*p*r-18800*m^2*p^2*n^2* > alpha-13500*m^2*p^2*q*alpha-200*m^4*p*r*alpha+6100*m*p^2*q*n+1500*m*p> 2*alpha*r+1000*m^3*p*n*r-1870*m^2*p*n^2*r-2700*m^3*p^3*alpha-17250*q*a > lpha*m^3*n^3+2500*m*p*r^2+4500*m*p^4-25855*q^2*alpha*m^2*p+22705*q^2*a > lpha*m^3*n+20100*m*p^3*n*alpha-4500*q*p^3+700*m^3*p^2*r+41940*m^2*q^2* > n*p-20200*m^4*q*n*r-31500*m^4*p^2*n^2+8400*m^3*p^2*q+7200*m^6*p^2*n-17 > 400*m^2*p*q^2+40980*m^3*p*q^2+9200*q^3*p-1650*m*p^2*n^3-26600*m*p^3*n> 2+24275*m^2*q*n^2*r-18745*m^2*q*n^3*p+9500*q*alpha*n^2*r-10000*q^2*alp > ha*r+14300*q*alpha*m^3*p^2-5900*q*alpha*n^3*p+7800*q*alpha*m*n^4-1680* > q^2*alpha^2*m^3-16300*q^2*alpha*m*n^2+7800*q*alpha*n^3*m^2+8400*q^3*al > pha*m-8860*n^2*q*p^2*m+8550*p^4*n-6750*p^4*alpha-11250*p^3*r+21780*m^5 > *q^2*n-27875*m^2*q^2*r-2760*m^9*q*n-24630*m^4*q^2*p+3200*m^6*q*r-20420 > *m^6*q*n*p+33390*m^4*q*n^2*p+10260*m^5*q*p^2-9010*m^3*q*n*p^2+3240*m^8 > *q*p+25700*m^3*q*r*p+8000*q^2*alpha*n*p-17880*m^6*q*n^2+25290*m^4*q*n> 3+5040*m^8*q*n+30960*m^2*q^2*n^2+1350*n^2*p^3-34045*m^3*q^2*n^2+16350* > m^3*q*n^4-10000*r*q^2-120*m^6*n^2*r+1460*m^3*alpha*n^2*r-900*r*n^4-250 > 00*r^2*q-1000*r^2*m^4+2530*m^2*n^5*p+440*m^5*alpha*n*r+7500*r^2*n^2+23 > 40*m^3*n^5*alpha+2060*m^8*n^2*p+600*n^5*r-200*m^3*alpha^2*p*r-600*n^6* > p+37000*m^3*q*n*r+19740*m^5*n^2*p^2-41500*m*q*n^2*r-24900*m^3*n^3*p^2+ > 4730*m^4*n^4*p-6360*m^6*n^3*p+4200*n^4*q*p-2700*n^3*q*r-10600*n^2*q^2* > p+220*m^2*n^4*p*alpha+24010*m^3*n^2*p^2*alpha-12200*n*q^3*m+3000*n*q^2 > *r-620*m^3*n^2*r*p-4800*n^5*q*m+13300*n^3*q^2*m+20860*n^3*q*m*p-24460* > n*q^2*m*p-33300*m^4*q^2*n-15625*r^3-14400*m^2*q*n^4-6460*p^2*q*n^2-160 > *m^7*alpha*r+11250*p^3*q*m-16125*p^2*q*r-3820*p^2*m^7*n+3360*n^4*alpha > *m*p-360*m*n^6+1870*p^2*m*n^4-9675*p^3*q*alpha+12255*p^3*q*n+500*m^3*a > lpha*r^2+3875*n^3*alpha*m^2*r+80*m^6*alpha^2*r+600*n^7*m+6840*m^5*q*n> 2-7080*m^3*q*n^3+2000*m^2*alpha^2*q*r+4200*m^6*alpha*q*n-2280*m^7*q*n-> 900*n*m^5*r*p-8520*m*q^2*n^2+13000*n*m*alpha*q*r+13320*m^3*q^2*n+2280* > m^2*n^6+3000*m*q*n^4+29375*m*q*r^2-6000*m^5*q*r-24700*p^3*m^2*n*alpha-> 600*m^7*n^4-7260*p^2*n^3*m*alpha+4210*m^4*n^3*r+1980*m^5*n^5-7075*m^2* > n^4*r+60*m^9*n^3+80*r*m^8-17290*p^2*m^2*n*r+360*n^5*p+11280*m^7*q*n^2-> 440*n*m^8*r-200*n*m^10*p+4500*p^3*n^2*alpha+3020*p^3*alpha*m^4+9000*p> 4*alpha*m+1020*p^2*r*m^4-8175*p^2*n^2*r+15000*p^3*r*m-11400*p^4*n*m+29 > 390*p^3*n^2*m^2-18360*p^3*m^4*n-13420*q*alpha*m*p*n^2+3000*m^6*p*q-624 > 0*m^7*p*q-200*m^8*p*n+400*m^9*p*n-3200*m^4*p*n^3+1660*m^6*p*n^2+9360*m >^5*p*n^3-160*m^9*r-390*n^4*alpha^2*m^3+80*m^10*r-1000*m^5*r^2-2880*m^5 > *q^2-2090*p^3*n^3+480*m^9*alpha*q+5380*p^4*m^3+1620*p^3*m^6+120*m^7*al > pha*n^3+1500*m^4*p^3-26580*m^4*alpha*q*n*p-1560*n^5*alpha*m^2+240*m^11 > *q-7130*m^3*n^3*r+1080*m^6*n^4+10500*m^3*n*r^2+8400*m*q^3+720*m^7*n*r+ > 840*m^5*n^2*r-5180*n*alpha^2*m^2*q*p-1200*n^6*alpha*m+1200*n^5*alpha*p > -2100*n^4*alpha*r+625*n*m*alpha*r^2+120*m^7*p^2-240*m^8*p^2+500*n*alph > a^2*r*m*p+6360*m^6*q^2+12525*m^3*q^3-1600*m^2*p*n*alpha*r-3120*m^5*p^3 > -17250*q*alpha*m^2*n*r+22960*m^3*p*q*n*alpha+26750*q*alpha*r*m*p-2310* > m^3*n^6-120*m^8*n^3-3480*m^7*q^2-480*m^10*q-21000*m^2*q^3-20130*m^5*q* > n^3+6140*m^3*alpha*n*p*r+240*m^9*q-2970*m^4*n^5-11750*n*q*r*m*p+7820*q > *alpha*n*p^2*m+19505*q*alpha*n^2*p*m^2-9900*p^4*m^2+120*p^2*m^9+2280*p >^2*n^4+1050*m^3*n^5-7750*n^2*alpha*r*m*p+60*m^7*n^3-480*m^5*n^4): > xi1 := > evalf(6850*m^2*p^3*r*alpha+38040*q*p*m^5*n^3-5745*q*m^3*n^2*alpha^2*p-> 14500*n*m^2*p^2*r*alpha+14550*m*p*n^2*r^2-13790*q^2*m^2*n^3*alpha+1754 > 0*q^2*m*n^2*p*alpha+4880*q*p*m^9*n+9000*q*m^2*r^2+2720*q*m^9*r-240*q*m >^11*p-2000*q*m^2*n^4*alpha^2+7160*q*m^8*n^3+5315*q^2*m^2*alpha^2*n^2+1 > 9815*q^2*m^4*n^2*alpha+13500*m^2*p*r^2*alpha-5625*q*p^4*m-12265*q*m^6* > n^4-2200*m^4*p^3*r-3040*q*m^8*n^2*alpha+320*q*m^10*n*alpha+24550*m^3*p > *r^2*n-3610*q^2*m^4*n*alpha^2-27750*m^3*p*r^2*alpha+160*q*m^12*n-500*q > *n^2*r^2+10710*q^3*m^4*n+8835*q^2*m^2*n^4-6250*q*r^2*alpha^2-14580*q*m >^5*p^3+25000*q*m^4*r^2+23720*q^2*m^2*n*p*alpha-43230*q*p^2*m^4*n^2+191 > 90*m^2*p^3*n*r-1240*q*m^6*n^2*alpha^2-3860*q*m^8*p^2-18600*m^5*p*r^2-5 > 000*m*p*r^2*alpha^2+2700*q*n^3*p*alpha^2*m+1500*m*p^3*r*alpha+160*q*m> 8*n*alpha^2-45030*q^2*p^2*m^2*n-40620*q^2*p*m^5*n+300*m^5*p^3*alpha^2-> 300*m^3*p^3*r+6035*q^2*p^2*n^2+10050*q*p^2*m^2*n^3-13905*q*p*m^2*n^2*r > -7550*q*p*m^4*n*r-3980*q^2*m^6*n*alpha+7040*q*m^3*n^2*alpha*r+60*q*m^3 > *n*alpha^2*r-20000*q*m^5*n*alpha*r+410*q^2*m^6*alpha^2+15340*q^2*m^6*n >^2+17645*m^2*p^4*n*alpha+9400*n*m^2*p^4+4950*m^2*p^5-2070*q*m^4*p^2*al > pha^2+9600*n*m^3*p^2*r+8360*q*n*p*alpha*m^7+20750*m*p*n*r^2*alpha-6680 > *q*m^6*p^2*alpha+230*q^3*m^4*alpha+17310*q*p^3*m^3*n-21620*q*p*m^3*n^4 > -3800*m*p^3*n^2*alpha^2-23980*q*p*m^7*n^2+2730*q*m^5*n*alpha^2*p+30940 > *q*p^2*m^6*n-2250*m*p^5-1800*q*m^10*n^2-9000*m^3*p*r^2+570*m^3*p^3*alp > ha^2*n+80*q^2*m^7*alpha+34800*m^4*p*r^2+4320*q^2*m^7*n-14600*q*m*n*p*r > *alpha+28600*q^2*m^2*r*p+24660*q*m^4*n^2*alpha*p+4600*q*m^2*n^5*alpha+ > 31455*q^2*m^2*p^2*alpha+14160*q*p*m^2*n*r*alpha-700*q*n^2*p^2*alpha^2-> 1800*q*m^2*p*alpha^2*r-80*q^2*m^8*alpha-11140*q^3*m^2*n^2-480*q*m^9*p* > alpha+20820*q*m^4*p*alpha*r+5170*q^2*m^5*p*alpha-240*q*m^7*p*alpha^2-4 > 050*q^2*m^3*n*r-11160*q^3*m*alpha*p+10500*q^2*m*alpha^2*r-15050*q^2*m> 3*alpha*r-14325*m*p^4*n*alpha-19700*q^2*m*alpha*n*r-7500*q*m*n^2*alpha >^2*r-11550*q^2*m^5*r-2000*q*p^2*n^4+3640*q^2*m^7*p-600*m^3*p^4*alpha-5 > 050*q^2*n*p^2*alpha+11500*q*m*n^3*alpha*r+15930*q^3*m*n*p-6745*q*n*p^3 > *alpha*m+28895*q^2*m^4*p^2+6350*q^2*m*n^2*r-14570*q^2*m*n^3*p-7300*q*n >^4*p*alpha*m-23780*q^2*m^4*n^3-2320*q^2*m^8*n+19920*q*m^5*n^2*r-49380* > q^2*p^2*m^3-48590*q^2*p*m^3*n*alpha-5600*q^2*n^3*m^2+320*q^3*m^3*alpha > -23800*q^2*m^5*n^2-21020*q*m^3*r*p^2+14720*q*m^6*r*p-9750*q*m^2*r^2*n+ > 33250*q*m^2*r^2*alpha-20900*m*p^3*n*r+4250*q*n*p*alpha^2*r-8700*q*n^2* > p*alpha*r+8465*q*n*r*m*p^2+7245*q^2*p^3*m-16510*q^3*m^3*p-1000*m^2*p^3 > *r-1400*q^2*p^2*n-380*q^2*m*n^4-28400*q*r*alpha*m*p^2-39100*m^2*p*r^2* > n+2700*q*n^3*p^2*alpha-5350*q^2*n*r*p+2855*q*m^4*n^3*alpha^2+3105*q*m> 2*p^2*alpha^2*n-3300*m^3*p^2*alpha^2*r-11200*q^3*m*p-47120*q^2*m^2*n^2 > *p+2020*q^3*m*n^2-4350*q^2*m*alpha^2*n*p-10280*q*m^4*n^4*alpha-15760*q > *m^7*n*r+4640*q*m^7*r*alpha+21000*q^2*p^2*m^2-3100*q*n^4*r*m+8780*q*p> 3*n^2*m+2500*q*n^3*r*p+4600*q*p*n^5*m-675*q*m*p^3*alpha^2-22750*q*m*p* > r^2+1020*q*m^5*alpha^2*r+3750*q*n*r^2*alpha+600*m^4*p^4*alpha-7720*q*m >^6*n*p*alpha+5280*q^2*m^3*p*alpha^2+23260*q^2*m*n*p^2+9345*q*m^4*n^5-2 > 0220*q*m^3*p^3*alpha+13000*q^2*r*alpha*p+10220*q*m*n^2*p^2*alpha+14110 > *q^3*m^2*alpha*n-4410*q^3*m^2*alpha^2-32940*q*m^3*n*alpha*p^2-6720*q^2 > *m^6*p-18600*q^3*m^3*n+8760*q*m^4*n*alpha*r-12380*q*m^2*n^3*p*alpha+26 > 0*q^2*m*alpha*n^3-15600*q^2*m*alpha*p^2+40520*q*m*n^2*p*r+400*q*m^2*n* > p*r-585*q*m^3*n^3*r+8920*q^2*m*n^2*p-3860*q^2*m^4*p*alpha-16720*q*p*m> 3*n*r-27520*q^2*m^3*n*p-8920*q^2*m^3*n^2*alpha+2460*q^2*m^5*n*alpha+21 > 820*q^2*m^3*n^3-300*q^2*n^2*p*alpha-8200*q*m^3*p*alpha*r+24000*q^2*m^2 > *n*r-1040*q^3*m*alpha*n-2800*q^2*m*r*n+66380*q^2*p*m^4*n+4280*q*m^6*n1 > 3-30460*q*p*m^5*n^2*alpha+20100*q*p*m^2*n^4-9120*q*p*m^8*n-4220*q*p^3* > m^2*n+3280*q*m^9*n^2+380*q^2*n^3*p-2600*q*m^2*n^6+800*q^4-46000*q^2*m* > r*p+4420*q*m^3*n^4*alpha-320*q*m^9*n*alpha+3640*q*m^2*n^2*alpha*r+2660 > *q*p^3*n^2-2000*q^2*m^6*n+1620*q*n^5*m^2+39570*q*p^2*m^3*n^2+2720*q*m> 7*n^2*alpha+15900*q*m^2*p^3*alpha+480*q*m^8*p*alpha-44220*q*m^4*n^3*p+ > 15155*q*n^4*m^5-3520*q*m^6*p^2-4130*q*n^4*m^4-2000*q^4*m+1250*q^2*r^2-> 2500*q^3*m*r+1200*q^3*p*alpha+450*q^2*p^2*alpha^2+2000*q^3*r+1250*q^4* > m^2-6200*q*m*n*p^3-2880*q*m*n^4*p+4240*q*m^7*n*p-2200*q*m^2*n^2*p^2+10 > 45*n^3*p^4-6820*q*m^5*n^3*alpha-1125*p^3*r*alpha^2-6000*p*r^2*n^2+5370 > *p^3*r*n^2+2500*p^2*r^2*m-2025*p^3*r*n*alpha-4800*p*r*q*n^2+12500*p*r> 3+8000*p*r*q^2+720*p*r*n^4+20000*p*r^2*q-18375*p^2*r^2*n+5375*p^2*r^2* > m^2+5625*p^2*r^2*alpha+38580*q*p*m^6*n^2-51320*q*p^2*m^5*n-14800*q*m*n >^3*p^2+6040*q*m^5*p^2*alpha+9200*q*m^3*n^3*p-15000*q*m^5*n^2*p-5040*q* > m^8*r+480*q*m^10*p+2320*q*m^7*r+160*q*m^10*n-240*q*m^9*p-1480*q*m^8*n> 2+5840*q*m^3*n^2*r+25820*q*p^3*m^4-7960*q*n^5*m^3-2100*q*n*p^3*alpha-3 > 20*q*m^11*n-11600*q*p^3*m^3+1125*n*p^4*alpha^2-2250*n^2*p^4*alpha-1682 > 0*q*n^3*m^2*r+2040*q*n^3*m*r-22345*n^2*m^2*p^4-18700*q*p^2*n*r+12000*q > *p^2*r*alpha+41600*q*p^2*m^2*r-7000*q*p^2*m*r-3040*q*m^6*r*alpha+24080 > *q*m^6*n*r-12840*q*m^4*n^2*r+40460*q*p^2*m^4*n*alpha+22725*q*p*m^3*n^3 > *alpha-10675*q*p^2*m^2*n^2*alpha+21160*q*m^4*n*p^2+7380*q*p^2*m^7-1128 > 0*q*n^3*m^7-195*n^5*m^4*alpha^2+9620*q^2*m^4*n^2+1020*q*p^2*n^3-10320* > q*m^5*r*n-7600*q^2*m^3*r-41500*q*m^3*r^2+3080*q^2*m^5*p+60365*q^2*p*m> 3*n^2+19500*q^2*m^4*r+7440*q^3*m^2*n+27760*q^3*m^2*p-500*q^2*n^2*r-152 > 0*q^3*n*p-240*n^2*m^9*p*alpha-1565*n^2*m^4*p^2*alpha^2+3830*n^3*m^2*p> 2*alpha^2-495*n^5*m^6*alpha-16695*n^4*p^2*m^4+12000*q*m^4*p*r-25520*q* > m^5*p*r-7000*q*m*r^2*n-440*q^3*n^2-1900*n^2*m^8*p^2+30*n^4*m^6*alpha^2 > -960*n^4*m^3*alpha^2*p-120*n^2*m^11*p-8360*n^2*m^9*r+30*n^4*m^10+60*n> 4*m^8*alpha+300*n^6*m^2*alpha^2+1170*n^6*m^4*alpha+300*n^4*p^2*alpha^2 > -2700*n^2*m^2*r^2+29350*n^3*p^3*m^3+2220*n^6*p*m^3-3540*n^4*p*m^7-600* > n^5*p*alpha^2*m+13160*n^3*p^2*m^6+1980*n^3*p*alpha*m^7-3900*n^2*m^6*p> 2*alpha+18715*n^2*p^4*m+70*n^5*p^2*m^2+8205*n^3*p*m^2*r*alpha+14180*n> 3*m^5*alpha*r+1875*n^2*r^2*alpha^2-600*n^5*p^2*alpha+1250*m*n*r^3+2145 > *n^5*p*m^5-16740*n^2*m^5*p^3+1200*n^3*p*m^9+780*n^3*m^5*alpha^2*p+1576 > 0*n^3*m^7*r-120*n^2*m^7*p*alpha^2+1500*n^4*m*alpha^2*r-2100*n^5*m*alph > a*r+6380*n^3*p^3*alpha*m+4090*n^4*p*m^2*r-24850*n^2*m^4*r^2+30300*n^3* > p*m^4*r-3535*n^4*m^3*alpha*r+1835*n^3*m^3*alpha^2*r-24960*n^2*m^3*p^3* > alpha+345*q*m^2*p^4+9720*n*m^4*p^4+1200*n^6*p*alpha*m-6495*n^2*m^2*p*a > lpha^2*r-600*n^7*m^2*alpha-160*n^5*m^3*r-1500*n^3*p*alpha^2*r+4920*n^3 > *m*p*r*alpha-9300*n^3*r*m*p^2-600*n^5*r*p+7200*n*m^4*r^2-2845*n^2*r*al > pha*m*p^2-11175*n^4*m^5*r+2100*n^4*p*alpha*r-21775*n^2*m^2*r^2*alpha-3 > 8820*n^2*m^6*r*p-2180*n^4*p^3*m-780*n^6*m^3*alpha-600*n^7*p*m-3410*n^2 > *m^5*alpha^2*r+2415*n^4*m^4*alpha*p-11280*n^2*m^7*r*alpha-29890*n^2*m> 3*r*p^2+600*n^6*r*m-1500*n^3*r^2*alpha+2425*n^3*m^2*r^2+9300*q*m^6*n^3 > *alpha+2460*n^5*m^2*p*alpha-2580*n^4*m*p^2*alpha-13370*n^3*m^3*alpha*p >^2+720*m^5*n*p^3-13750*m^3*r^3+2250*q*p^4-9840*n^4*m*p*r-3420*n^6*p*m> 2-7060*n^3*m^4*alpha*r-480*n^3*m^2*p*r-5290*q^3*p^2-40*q^2*m^10+19180* > n^2*m^3*p*alpha*r-1740*n^3*m^6*p*alpha-3945*n^4*p*m^5*alpha+15350*n^4* > p^2*m^3-2160*n^3*p*m^8+22500*m^2*r^3-1155*n^7*m^4-8625*p^4*m*r-300*n^5 > *m^8-6555*p^4*q*n+5175*p^4*q*alpha+8625*p^3*q*r+6555*p^5*m*n-5175*p^5* > m*alpha+140*q^3*m^6+60*q^2*n^4-40*q^2*m^8+80*q^2*m^9+40*q^3*m^4-180*q> 3*m^5-26300*n^3*p*m^3*r+225*m^2*p^4*alpha^2-630*n^4*m^2*p^2-840*n^5*m1 > 3*p-1710*n^4*m^5*p+3420*n^5*m*p^2-21580*n^3*p^2*m^5+5130*n^4*p*m^6+525 > *n^6*m^4+900*n^3*p^3*alpha+240*n^2*m^8*p*alpha+21430*n^2*m^2*p^3*alpha > +300*n^6*p^2+300*n^4*r^2-1485*n^6*m^5+990*n^6*m^6-700*m^6*p^3*alpha+96 > 0*n^3*m^7*p+1680*n^3*m*p^3+360*n^6*m*p-555*n^5*m^4*p-675*n^2*p^4-27750 > *n^3*p^3*m^2-60*n^4*m^7*alpha+300*n^8*m^2+2100*n^2*p^2*m*r-360*n^5*m*r > +3980*n^2*m^5*p^2*alpha+3780*n^5*m^2*r-1140*n^4*p^3+30*n^4*m^8+435*n^5 > *m^5*alpha-180*n^7*m^2+8440*n^3*m^4*p^2-5240*n^2*m^7*r+13440*n^2*m^8*r > -180*n^5*p^2+51420*n^2*m^5*p*r+8560*n^2*m^6*r*alpha-20240*n^3*m^6*r+24 > 0*n^2*m^10*p-13480*n^2*p^3*m^3+30240*n^2*p^3*m^4-60*n^4*m^9+3280*m^9*n > *alpha*r-2080*n^2*m^6*p^2+8245*n^4*m^4*r+810*m^6*p^4-240*n^5*m^6+32590 > *n^2*p^2*m^2*r-3600*n^2*p^2*r*alpha-6200*m^5*p^2*r-160*m^13*r-18750*m* > r^3*alpha-780*n^4*m^3*r+31600*n^2*m^3*r^2-14160*n^2*m^4*p*r+5840*n^3*m >^5*r+3000*n^3*m*r^2+540*n^5*m^7+1140*n^7*m^3+4020*n^2*p^2*m^7+40*m^12* > p^2-660*n^5*p*m^3*alpha+40*m^10*p^2-4640*n^4*p^2*m^2*alpha-1300*m^5*p> 4-1800*m^6*r^2+16930*n^3*p^2*m^4*alpha+440*m^9*p^3-3000*m^8*r^2+400*m> 7*p^3-840*m^8*p^3+5600*m^7*r^2-80*m^11*p^2-120*n^2*m^9*p-100*m^6*p^2*a > lpha^2*n-160*m^11*r+40*m^8*p^2*alpha^2+320*m^12*r+6060*n^3*p^2*r-100*m >^7*p^3*n+550*m^4*p^4-240*m^10*p^2*n+80*m^10*p^2*alpha+1340*m^5*n*p^3*a > lpha+7210*m^4*n*p*alpha^2*r+4750*n*m^2*r^2*alpha^2-31110*n^2*m^4*p*alp > ha*r-1600*m^6*p*alpha^2*r-3760*m^8*p*alpha*r+1360*m^7*n*alpha^2*r+740* > m^7*p^3*alpha+21880*m^6*p*n*r*alpha+16400*m^8*p*n*r+260*m^7*n*alpha*p> 2+6325*m*p^2*n*alpha^2*r+25100*m^4*n*r^2*alpha+18000*m^6*r^2*n-5200*m> 6*r^2*alpha-7340*m^7*r*p^2+3600*m^5*r^2*alpha-9400*m^5*r*alpha*p^2-185 > 20*m^5*n*p*r*alpha+25800*m^5*n*r*p^2-1750*m^4*r^2*alpha^2+1920*m^11*n* > r-320*m^11*r*alpha-160*m^9*alpha^2*r-2160*m^10*r*p+3600*m^7*p*alpha*r-> 27600*m^7*p*n*r-2960*m^8*n*alpha*r+11360*m^6*n*p*r-660*m^6*p^3*n-2000* > m^8*p*r+13100*m^6*p^2*r+4160*m^9*p*r+3375*p^5*alpha+5625*p^4*r-4275*p> 5*n+320*m^10*r*alpha-3520*m^10*n*r+9400*m^4*p^2*r*alpha-160*m^8*n*p^2-> 80*m^9*p^2*alpha+400*m^9*p^2*n-32760*m^4*p^2*n*r+1600*m^9*r*n-340*m^8* > p^2*n*alpha-1740*m^4*n*p^3*alpha-30000*m^5*r^2*n-19320*n*m^3*p^4-1560* > n^4*m^2*alpha*r-11700*n*m^3*r^2*alpha+11160*n*m^3*r*alpha*p^2-2300*m^3 > *p^5): > xi := evalf((-xi2+sqrt(xi2^2-4*xi3*xi1))/(2*xi3)): > eta := > evalf(-(4*xi*m^4-15*xi*p-21*m^2*p*alpha+10*xi*n^2+21*m^3*n*alpha-4*xi* > m^3-56*m^3*n^2-58*m*n*q-20*xi*q-23*m*p^2+4*m^6+23*p*q-4*m^7-10*xi*n*al > pha+13*xi*m*n-17*xi*m^2*n+4*xi*m^2*alpha+17*xi*m*p+25*n*p*alpha+29*m*n >^3+31*m^3*q+21*m*q*alpha-23*m*n^2*alpha+15*p^2+28*m^5*n-29*p*n^2-25*r* > alpha+81*p*m^2*n-6*n^3+35*n*r-28*m^4*p-4*m^5*alpha-52*m*n*p-35*m^2*r-2 > 4*n*m^4+22*n*q-26*m^2*q+30*m*r+35*m^2*n^2+26*m^3*p)/(25*m*q-20*q+20*m> 3*n+19*n*p-22*m^2*p-19*m*n^2-16*m^2*n+13*n*m*alpha+6*n^2-15*p*alpha-25 > *r-4*m^3*alpha+20*m*p-4*m^5+4*m^4)):
APPENDIX
> #m equal to zero, n not > #w := > evalf(sqrt(400*q^2+600*p*q-100*q*n^2+225*p^2+80*p*n^2-500*n*r-200*q*n+ > 60*n^3+60*n*p^2)):
> #Omega := > evalf(45562500*p^6*q*r^2-80000000*n^2*r^2*p*q^4+36300000*n^4*r^2*p^2*q >^2+25500000*n^5*r^4*p+11520*n^9*p^3*r+291600*p^9*r*n+712800*p^5*q^3*n> 3-75937500*p^5*r^3*n-62500000*n^3*r^4*p*q-15673500*p^7*q*r*n-13410000* > p^2*n^6*r^3-140625000*p^2*r^5*n+62500000*n^2*r^5*q+25000000*q^2*n^3*r> 4-299700*p^6*n^3*q^2+25000000*n^2*r^4*q^2+25312500*n^3*r^4*p^2-6144000 > *q^7*n*p+619520*q^5*n^4*p^2-51840*n^10*q*p*r+777600*p^8*n^2*r-1166400* > n^9*q*r^2+34560*n^9*p^2*r^2-32400000*p^5*q^3*r-3240000*p^6*n^3*r*q+409 > 6000*n^3*q^6*p-84375000*n*r^4*q*p^2+26312500*p^2*n^4*r^4+1795500*p^6*n >^3*r^2-58880*n^7*q^4*p+1350000*n^7*r^4-1600000*q^4*n^4*r^2-7680000*q^6 > *n*p*r+63281250*p^4*r^4+6681600*n^3*q^5*p^2-64125000*p^4*n^3*r^3+40000 > 000*n^3*q^3*r^3-59375000*p*n^3*r^5-2252800*n^4*q^6+39062500*n^2*r^6+77 > 760*n^11*r^2-432000*n^8*p*r^3-546750*p^8*q^2+101250000*n^2*r^3*p^3*q+1 > 03680*n^10*r^2*p-11250000*n^5*r^4*q+1473600*p^3*n^7*r^2+207360*n^6*p^5 > *r+15360*n^9*q^3*p+8869500*n^5*r^2*p^4+77760*p^7*n^4*r+5184000*q^5*p^4 > +1728000*p^4*n^4*q^3-3840*p^3*n^8*q^2-36160*q^4*n^6*p^2-6696000*p^4*n> 2*q^4-650240*n^5*q^5*p-8775000*p^5*n^2*r^3-8524800*q^5*n^2*p^3-19440*p >^6*n^4*q^2+8437500*p^4*r^4*n+88080*p^4*q^3*n^5+1468800*n^8*r^2*p^2-409 > 6000*n^4*q^5*r-57600000*p^3*q^5*r-1280*p^4*n^7*q^2+252480*n^7*q^3*p^2-> 2192000*n^5*q^4*p^2-86400000*p^4*q^4*r+(1980000*p^2*n^3*r^2*q^2-460800 > *q^6*p^2-25920*n^2*p^7*r-1800000*n^4*r^2*q^2*p+168960*q^5*n^2*p^2-1944 > 00*p^7*r*q+10125000*r^3*p^3*q*n+1395000*p^3*r^2*n^3*q-345600*q^5*p^3-5 > 760*n^7*q^3*p-442800*n^5*r^2*p^3-6375000*p^2*n^2*r^4+36450*p^7*q^2-384 > 0*n^5*r*p^5+1350000*n^4*r^3*p^2-60480*n^3*p^6*r-4218750*p^3*r^4+216000 > 0*p^4*q^3*r-4050000*p^4*q^2*r^2+6480*p^6*q^2*n^2-1113750*n^2*p^5*r^2-2 > 45760*n^3*q^5*p+15120*p^5*q^2*n^3+307200*q^6*n*p+2880000*p^3*q^4*r+162 > 000*p*n^6*r^3+65280*n^5*q^4*p+1440*p^3*n^6*q^2+960*p^4*q^2*n^5-38880*n >^8*r^2*p-2970000*p^4*n^2*r^2*q-78240*p^3*n^4*q^3-3037500*p^5*r^2*q+345 > 600*n^2*q^4*p^3+1920*q^4*n^4*p^2-259200*q^4*n*p^4+24000*q^3*n^5*p*r-11 > 25000*n^3*r^4*p+162000*p^6*r^2*n-5625000*r^4*p^2*q-3840*n^6*p^2*q^3-27 > 360*n^3*p^4*q^3-25920*p^2*n^7*r^2+48600*p^6*q^3+2137500*p^3*n^3*r^3-14 > 5800*p^8*r+4687500*p*r^5*n+5062500*p^4*r^3*n-5760*n^6*p^4*r-226800*p^5 > *q^3*n-174000*p^4*n^4*r^2-86400*p^2*n^5*r^2*q+25920*n^7*r*p^2*q+453600 > *n^6*r^2*p*q+343200*p^4*n^4*q*r+2400000*q^3*r^2*n^2*p-10800*p^3*q^2*n> 4*r-1920000*q^4*r*p^2*n-288000*n^5*r*p^2*q^2+980100*p^6*q*r*n+384000*q >^5*n*p*r+3000000*p*n^2*r^3*q^2+3750000*n*r^4*q*p-408000*q^3*n^2*p^3*r+ > 17280*n^6*r*p^3*q-4500000*p^2*r^3*n^2*q-1350000*r^3*p*q*n^4+1248000*q> 3*r*p^2*n^3-1512000*p^4*q^2*n^2*r-6000000*q^3*n*p^2*r^2-192000*n^3*p*q >^4*r+122400*p^5*n^3*r*q+1093500*p^5*q^2*n*r)*w-4860000*p^7*n*r^2+15360 > *n^8*r*p^4+9216000*q^7*p^2+577500*p^4*n^4*r^2*q+768000*q^3*n^5*p^2*r+1 > 2152000*p^3*n^5*r^2*q+32400*p^2*n^7*r^2*q+141562500*p^2*n^2*r^4*q-4040 > 0000*q^3*n^3*p^2*r^2+120000000*q^4*n*p^2*r^2+54337500*p^4*n^2*r^2*q^2+ > 173600*p^3*n^6*r*q^2-1059200*p^4*n^6*r*q-42750000*p^3*n^3*r^3*q+200700 > 0*p^5*n^3*r*q^2-23040*p^3*n^8*r*q-391200*p^5*n^5*r*q-82800000*r^2*p^3* > q^2*n^3-26190000*p^5*q^3*n*r-2418000*p^4*n^4*r*q^2-202500000*r^3*p^3*q >^2*n-11200000*q^4*n^3*p^2*r+26880000*q^5*n*p^2*r+126000000*q^3*n*p^3*r >^2+26000000*p*n^4*r^3*q^2-12800000*r*p*q^5*n^2+748800*n^8*q^2*p*r-2025 > 0000*p^4*n*q^2*r^2-540000*p*n^6*r^3*q+32000*q^4*n^5*p*r+26820000*q^3*n >^2*p^4*r+45000000*p^2*n^2*r^3*q^2-93750000*r^5*p*q*n-18750000*n^4*r^5+ > 11520*n^10*q^3+3645000*p^6*q^3*n-4416000*n^6*p*r*q^3-168960*n^8*q^4+12 > 160000*n^4*p*r*q^4+8424000*q^4*n*p^5+3888000*p^7*r*q^2-1458000*p^7*q^3 > -648000*n^9*r^3-9072000*n^6*r^2*p*q^2+273600*n^7*p^2*q^2*r+121500000*p >^5*q^2*r^2+1198800*n^3*p^7*r+2816000*q^5*n^3*p*r+13824000*q^6*p^3+8100 > 0000*p^4*q^3*r^2-54720*p^5*n^5*q^2+16706250*p^6*r^2*n^2-72900*p^8*q^2* > n+2250000*n^6*r^4+5832000*p^8*r*q-30375000*n^4*r^3*p^3+5120000*q^6*n^2 > *r-2880*n^9*p^2*q^2+191250000*p^3*n^2*r^4+168750000*r^4*p^3*q+4572000* > p^5*n^4*r^2-16800000*n^5*q^3*r^2+2048000*q^7*n^2-4531200*q^6*n^2*p^2+9 > 26720*n^6*q^5+5120*n^8*p^2*q^3+200000*q^3*n^6*r^2-1113600*p^3*n^7*q*r+ > 9632000*p^3*n^5*q^2*r+29214000*n^2*r*p^5*q^2+50400000*n^4*r^2*p*q^3-22 > 275000*p^4*n^3*q*r^2-12546000*n^6*r^2*p^2*q+218880*n^5*r*p^6+491600*p> 4*n^6*r^2+237440*n^6*p^3*q^3-446400*q^4*n^3*p^4+614400*q^4*n^4*p^3-270 > 0000*n^7*p*r^3+18000000*n^5*p*r^3*q-75000000*q^2*r^4*p*n-6912000*q^6*n > *p^2+5120*p^5*n^7*r+28500000*p^2*n^4*r^3*q-80000000*q^3*n^2*p*r^3-3037 > 50000*r^3*p^4*q*n-35397000*p^6*q^2*r*n+15360000*q^4*n^2*p^3*r+2835000* > r^2*p^6*q*n-3392000*q^3*n^4*p^3*r+4128000*p^2*n^5*r^2*q^2-33120000*p^3 > *n^3*q^3*r-1668600*p^7*n^2*r*q+91260000*p^5*n^2*r^2*q-64000*n^7*p*q^3* > r-30000000*n^3*p*r^3*q^2-15000000*n^4*r^4*q+16000000*n^3*q^4*r^2+43200 > 000*p^3*n*q^4*r-7511400*p^5*n^4*q*r-36000000*n^2*r^2*p^2*q^3-69120*p^2 > *n^9*q*r+112500000*r^4*p^2*q^2-194400*p^7*n^2*q^2-96000*n^8*q^3*r+7560 > 000*n^7*q*r^3+6624000*n^7*q^2*r^2+3200000*q^5*n^2*r^2-972000*p^6*q^4-5 > 1840*p^4*n^6*q^2+380700*p^6*q^3*n^2-30000000*n^5*q^2*r^3+5875200*q^5*n > *p^4+2187000*p^9*r-4300000*p^3*n^5*r^3+1088000*n^6*q^4*r): > #alpha := evalf(1/10*(-20*q-15*p+10*n^2+w)/n): > #eta := > evalf((-44*q*n^2+2*w*n*(1/20*(400*q^2*r-260*n^2*q*r-375*p*r^2+36*n^4*r > -27*p^3*q+195*n*p^2*r+48*n*q^2*p-4*n^3*q*p)*w/((12*n^4*q-4*n^3*p^2-88* > n^2*q^2-40*n^2*p*r+125*n*r^2+117*q*n*p^2+160*q^3-27*p^4-300*r*p*q)*n)+ > 1/20*(-1640*n^3*p*q^2-960*p^2*n^3*r+540*p^3*q^2+240*p*n^5*q-2925*p^3*r > *n-11550*p^2*n*r*q+3900*n^2*r*p*q+405*p^4*q-540*p^5*n-6250*n*r^3-8000* > q^3*r-80*p^3*n^4+5625*p^2*r^2+2720*q^3*n*p-6000*q^2*r*p+7500*r^2*p*q-7 > 20*p^2*n*q^2+sqrt(Omega)+4400*q^2*n^2*r-600*n^4*r*q+2340*p^3*n^2*q+675 > 0*p*n^2*r^2-540*n^4*r*p+60*p^2*n^3*q)/((12*n^4*q-4*n^3*p^2-88*n^2*q^2-> 40*n^2*p*r+125*n*r^2+117*q*n*p^2+160*q^3-27*p^4-300*r*p*q)*n))+45*n*p> 2-5*p*n*w+12*n^4+8*p*n^3+54*p*q*n-100*r*q-75*p*r+5*r*w-20*n^2*r)/(-3*p > *w-40*q*n-50*n*r+8*p*n^2+12*n^3+60*p*q+45*p^2)): > #xi := > evalf(1/20*(400*q^2*r-260*n^2*q*r-375*p*r^2+36*n^4*r-27*p^3*q+195*n*p> 2*r+48*n*q^2*p-4*n^3*q*p)*w/((12*n^4*q-4*n^3*p^2-88*n^2*q^2-40*n^2*p*r > +125*n*r^2+117*q*n*p^2+160*q^3-27*p^4-300*r*p*q)*n)+1/20*(-1640*n^3*p* > q^2-960*p^2*n^3*r+540*p^3*q^2+240*p*n^5*q-2925*p^3*r*n-11550*p^2*n*r*q > +3900*n^2*r*p*q+405*p^4*q-540*p^5*n-6250*n*r^3-8000*q^3*r-80*p^3*n^4+5 > 625*p^2*r^2+2720*q^3*n*p-6000*q^2*r*p+7500*r^2*p*q-720*p^2*n*q^2+sqrt( > Omega)+4400*q^2*n^2*r-600*n^4*r*q+2340*p^3*n^2*q+6750*p*n^2*r^2-540*n> 4*r*p+60*p^2*n^3*q)/((12*n^4*q-4*n^3*p^2-88*n^2*q^2-40*n^2*p*r+125*n*r >^2+117*q*n*p^2+160*q^3-27*p^4-300*r*p*q)*n)):
> # > #Both m and n equal to zero > # > #alpha := -1/5*(10*q-3*p^2+25*r)/(4*q+3*p):
> #xi := > evalf(1/10*(7360*q^4*p+5520*p^2*q^3-4000*q^3*r+270*q^2*p^3-10000*q^2*r >^2-14100*q^2*p^2*r-12500*q*r^3+3750*q*p*r^2-10800*q*r*p^3-1161*p^5*q-8 > 10*p^6-1125*r^2*p^3+sqrt(1843200*q^7*p^3-172800*q^6*p^4+103680*q^5*p^6 > -194400*q^4*p^7-648000*p^5*q^5-72900*p^8*q^3+28125000*q*r^5*p^3+140625 > 00*q^2*p^2*r^4+8437500*q*p^4*r^4-891000*q^3*p^7*r+777600*q^2*p^8*r+256 > 50000*q^2*p^5*r^3+93750000*q^2*r^5*p+156250000*q^2*r^6-10935*p^10*q^2+ > 112500000*q^3*p^2*r^4+75000000*q^3*r^4*p+22500000*q^2*r^4*p^3+9315000* > q^2*p^6*r^2+250000000*q^3*r^5-121500*q^4*p^6+67500000*q^3*r^3*p^3+1012 > 5000*q^3*p^4*r^2+100000000*q^4*r^4-7200000*q^5*r*p^3+2592000*q^3*r*p^6 > -1674000*p^5*q^4*r+24840000*p^5*q^3*r^2+486000*p^7*r*q^2+43740*p^11*r+ > 6144000*q^8*p+1152000*q^7*p^2+8192000*q^9+1265625*r^4*p^6+12800000*q^7 > *r^2+20480000*q^8*r+1883250*p^8*q*r^2+291600*q*r*p^9+180000000*p^2*q^4 > *r^3-38400000*p^2*q^6*r-15750000*q^4*p^4*r^2-13680000*q^5*p^4*r+240000 > 00*q^5*p^2*r^2-80000000*q^5*p*r^3+2304000*q^6*p^3*r-128000000*q^6*p*r> 2-43520000*q^7*p*r+54000000*p^3*q^4*r^2))/((160*q^3-300*q*p*r-27*p^4)* > (4*q+3*p))): > #eta > :=(50*q*r-15*p^2*r+125*r^2+129*p^2*q+45*p^3+92*p*q^2-80*q^2*xi-120*q*x > i*p-45*p^2*xi)/(100*q*r+80*q^2+30*p*q+9*p^3): > # > #Calculate d3, d2, d1, d0, a, b, c, A and B in all cases > # > d3 := > evalf(9/5*m^5*q-9/5*m^4*r+24/5*m^3*r-p*alpha^3-2/25*n^3-56/25*n*p^2+36 > /25*n*m^7+84/25*n*m^5+72/5*q*m^2*n-63/25*p^2*m^3-10*q*m*p-9/5*m*n^4+2/ > 25*p^3+6/5*n^2*alpha^2-36/25*p*m^6-96/25*p*m^4-4/25*m^9-12/25*m^7*alph > a+27/5*q*n^2*m+24/25*m^6*alpha+12/25*m^4*alpha^2+p^2+54/25*m*p^2*n-38/ > 5*q*n*m-5*r*alpha^2-4*q*alpha^2+2*r*m+162/25*m^3*p*alpha-87/25*m^4*p*a > lpha+11/5*q*p*alpha+14/5*m*alpha^2*p-23/5*n^2*p*alpha-3*m^2*p*alpha-4/ > 25*m^3*alpha^3-12/25*m^5*alpha^2+12/5*p^2*alpha-3*r*n^2-5*r*alpha-6/5* > m^2*q-3*m*q^2-314/25*n*m*alpha*p+261/25*n*m^2*alpha*p-8*n*m*alpha*q-12 > /5*n^3*alpha+3*r*n-12/25*m^5*alpha-5*r*m^2+2*p*r+2/5*n*q+10*r*m*alpha+ > 66/25*n*m^3*alpha^2+3/5*n*m*alpha^3+19/5*n*p*alpha^2-3*m*n^2*alpha^2+4 > 4/5*q*n*alpha+17/5*q*m*alpha^2-42/5*q*m^2*alpha+33/25*n^2*m^2+21/5*m^3 > *q*alpha-58/25*m*p^2*alpha+13/5*n*p*alpha-28/5*n^2*q+6/5*n^4+4*q^2-24/ > 5*q*m^4+237/25*n^2*m^4-186/25*n^3*m^2+252/25*n^2*m*p+279/25*m^2*p*n-38 > /5*m*n*r-23/5*m*p^2-69/25*p*n^2-12/5*m*p*n+27/5*r*m^2*n+27/5*m^2*q*p+2 > 1/5*m^3*q-12/5*m*p*r-12/5*q*p*n+23/5*q*p+69/25*m*n^3+3*q*r-162/25*m^3* > n^2-108/25*m^5*n^2+123/25*m^3*n^3+102/25*m^5*p-78/5*m^3*p*n+153/25*m^2 > *p^2-96/25*m^6*n-12/25*m^7+4/25*m^6+21/5*m*alpha*n^3+234/25*m^2*alpha* > n^2+63/25*n*m^3*alpha-36/5*n*m^3*q-63/25*m*alpha*n^2-183/25*m^3*alpha* > n^2-189/25*m^2*n^2*p+7*r*n*alpha-29/5*r*m^2*alpha+21/5*q*m*alpha+171/2 > 5*n*m^4*p-6*n*m^4*alpha+87/25*n*m^5*alpha-54/25*n*m^2*alpha^2-76/25*m> 2*alpha^2*p+12/25*m^8-24/25*m^4*n+6/5*m^3*p+9/5*p*n^3):
> d2 := > evalf(-18/5*q*m^2*eta+246/25*m^5*q+12/25*eta*m^8-138/25*m^6*q-54/5*m^4 > *r+28/5*m^3*r+694/25*m*n^2*p*alpha-308/25*m*q*p*alpha+162/25*m^3*eta*p > *alpha+234/25*eta*m^2*alpha*n^2-10*eta*q*m*p+72/5*eta*q*m^2*n+24/5*m^7 > *p-24/25*m^7*eta-28/5*n*p^2-24/5*n*m^8+276/25*m^4*p^2+216/25*n*m^7+6/5 > *q*n*eta+292/25*q*m^2*n-468/25*p^2*m^3-48/5*q*m*p-198/25*m*n^4-12/5*p> 3-6/5*n^3*alpha^2-228/25*p*m^6+12/25*m^10+6*m^5*r-6/5*n^5+3*p^2*alpha> 2-24/25*m^9-96/25*eta*m^6*n+153/25*eta*m^2*p^2-78/5*eta*m^3*p*n+102/25 > *eta*m^5*p+252/25*eta*n^2*m*p-186/25*eta*n^3*m^2-24/5*eta*q*m^4+237/25 > *eta*n^2*m^4-28/5*eta*n^2*q-24/25*m^7*alpha+686/25*q*n^2*m+5*r^2+656/2 > 5*m*p^2*n+3*eta*p^2+12/5*p^2*xi+88/25*m^3*alpha^2*p-24/25*m^5*eta*alph > a-186/25*m^4*p*alpha+46/5*q*p*alpha-48/5*n^2*q*alpha-12/5*n^3*eta*alph > a-38/5*n^2*p*alpha-10*r*alpha*eta+24/25*m^4*alpha*xi+24/25*m^8*alpha+1 > 2/25*m^6*alpha^2-12/25*m^7*xi+24/25*m^6*xi-42/5*r*n^2-5*r*xi-10*m*q^2+ > 14/5*p*m*alpha^2*eta-152/25*m^2*alpha*p*xi+34/5*q*m*alpha*xi+44/5*q*n* > eta*alpha-42/5*q*m^2*eta*alpha-38/5*r*m*n*eta+10*r*m*alpha*eta+22/5*n* > q*alpha^2+42/5*q*m*alpha*eta+572/25*n*m^2*alpha*p-76/5*q*m*n*eta-314/2 > 5*n*m*xi*p+126/25*n*m^3*alpha*eta-108/25*n*m^2*alpha*xi+261/25*n*m^2*x > i*p-452/25*n*m*alpha*q-126/25*m*alpha*n^2*eta-116/5*r*m*alpha*n+558/25 > *n*m^2*eta*p+12/5*n^4*alpha-76/5*r*m*q-12/5*n^3*xi+8*p*r+8/5*q^2*alpha > +51/5*m^2*q^2-26/5*q^2*n+28/5*m*alpha*p*xi+26/5*n*eta*p*alpha-6*m^2*et > a*p*alpha-816/25*n*m^3*alpha*p+638/25*n*m^2*alpha*q-8*n*m*xi*q-54/25*n > *eta*m^2*alpha^2-6*n*eta*m^4*alpha+9/5*n*m*alpha^2*xi+132/25*n*m^3*alp > ha*xi-42/5*n*m*p*alpha^2+38/5*n*p*alpha*xi-6*m*n^2*alpha*xi-314/25*n*e > ta*m*alpha*p+6*r*n*eta-10*r*m^2*eta+10*r*m*xi-78/25*n*m^4*alpha^2+12/5 > *n^2*alpha*xi+6/5*n^2*eta*alpha^2+129/25*m^2*n^2*alpha^2-10*p^2*n*alph > a+12/5*p^2*alpha*eta-528/25*m^3*q*p+268/25*m^2*p^2*alpha-42/5*q*m^2*xi > +44/5*q*n*xi+24/5*r*m^3*eta+6/5*eta*n^4-3*m^2*xi*p+4*eta*q^2-63/25*m*x > i*n^2-87/25*m^4*p*xi+162/25*m^3*p*xi+11/5*q*p*xi+216/25*m^3*q*alpha-8* > m*p^2*alpha-198/25*n*m^6*alpha+516/25*m^4*alpha*n^2-444/25*m^2*alpha*n >^3+21/5*m^3*q*xi-58/25*m*p^2*xi+13/5*n*p*xi-23/5*n^2*p*xi+24/25*m^6*et > a*alpha+198/25*m^5*p*alpha+12/25*m^4*alpha^2*eta-3*p*alpha^2*xi-12/25* > m^5*xi+63/25*m^3*xi*n-6/25*n^3*eta+171/25*p^2*n^2+99/25*n^2*m^2*eta-32 > /25*n^2*q+6/25*n^4+4/5*q^2-108/25*q*m^4+234/25*n^2*m^4-168/25*n^3*m^2+ > 312/25*n^2*m*p-56/5*m*n*r+52/25*m*p^3+84/5*m^2*p*r+96/5*m*r*n^2+152/5* > r*m^2*n-58/5*p*n*r+748/25*m^2*q*p+18/5*m^3*eta*p-72/25*m^4*eta*n+654/2 > 5*q*n*m*p-104/5*m*p*r-476/25*q*p*n+12/25*m^6*eta+10*q*r+6*q*n^3-36/5*n > *eta*m*p-642/25*m^5*n^2+696/25*m^3*n^3+108/25*m^5*p-432/25*m^3*p*n+38/ > 5*m^2*p^2-96/25*m^6*n-52/25*q*p^2+321/25*n^4*m^2-24*m^3*r*n-88/25*m^2* > alpha^2*q-216/25*m^4*q*alpha+186/25*m*alpha*n^3+228/5*m^3*p*n^2-138/25 > *n^2*eta*p-792/25*q*m^2*n^2-183/25*m^3*xi*n^2+21/5*m*xi*n^3-324/25*m^3 > *n^2*eta-492/25*n^3*m*p+87/25*n*m^5*xi+678/25*n*q*m^4-192/5*n*m^3*q+23 > 4/25*m^2*xi*n^2-72/5*m^3*alpha*n^2-1296/25*m^2*n^2*p+138/25*m*n^3*eta+ > 56/5*r*m^3*alpha+6*r*m*eta+10*r*n*alpha+10*r*p*alpha+4*r*m*alpha^2-48/ > 5*r*m^2*alpha+7*r*n*xi-29/5*r*m^2*xi+1122/25*n*m^4*p+168/25*n*m^5*eta-> 6*n*m^4*xi+174/25*n*m^5*alpha+42/5*q*m^3*eta+46/5*q*p*eta-576/25*n*m^2 > *p^2-702/25*n*m^5*p-192/25*p*m^4*eta-24/25*m^5*alpha*xi-46/5*m*p^2*eta > -12/25*m^3*alpha^2*xi+2*p*r*eta-8*q*alpha*xi-4*q*eta*alpha^2-10*r*alph > a*xi-56/25*p^2*n*eta+84/5*m^6*n^2+12/25*m^8-606/25*n^3*m^4+21/5*m*xi*q > +198/25*p*n^3):
> d1 := > evalf(-18/5*q*m^2*eta^2+6/5*q*n*eta^2-12/25*m^7*eta^2+31/5*p^3*n-36/5* > n*eta^2*m*p+24/25*eta*m^8-126/25*m^6*q-31/5*p^2*r+99/25*n^2*m^2*eta^2+ > 18/5*m^3*eta^2*p-72/25*m^4*eta^2*n-3*p^3*alpha+87/5*n*p^2*m*alpha+367/ > 25*m*n^2*q*alpha+152/5*r*n*m^2*eta+579/25*m^4*p*n*alpha-176/25*m^2*alp > ha*q*xi-72/5*eta*m^3*alpha*n^2-1296/25*eta*m^2*n^2*p-63/25*m*alpha*n^2 > *eta^2+202/5*r*p*m*n+279/25*n*m^2*eta^2*p-126/25*eta*m*xi*n^2-6*eta*m> 2*xi*p-282/25*q^2*m^3+141/25*m^7*q-24/25*m^9*eta-96/5*eta*q*m*p+584/25 > *eta*q*m^2*n+126/25*m^7*p-132/25*p*m^8-24/5*n*m^8-186/25*p^3*m^2+327/2 > 5*m^4*p^2-15*p^2*m^5-129/25*p*n^4-12/25*m^11+12/25*m^10+12/25*m^6*eta> 2-33/5*m^6*r+6*m^5*r-11*m*r^2-6/25*n^5+42/5*eta*m*xi*q-192/25*eta*m^6* > n+76/5*eta*m^2*p^2-864/25*eta*m^3*p*n+216/25*eta*m^5*p+624/25*eta*n^2* > m*p-336/25*eta*n^3*m^2-216/25*eta*q*m^4+468/25*eta*n^2*m^4-64/25*eta*n >^2*q+129/25*m*n^5+126/25*eta*m^3*xi*n+6/5*n^2*xi^2+5*r^2-4*q*xi^2-12/5 > *p^3*eta-5*r*xi^2+3*p^2*eta^2-69/5*n^2*m^5*alpha-37/25*m*q^2*alpha-123 > /25*m*n^4*alpha-822/25*m^5*n*q-12/25*m^9*alpha-452/25*n*eta*m*alpha*q-> 24/25*eta*m^5*xi-24/25*m^7*xi+927/25*m^5*n^3-528/25*m^7*n^2+44/5*n*q*a > lpha*xi+13/5*p*n*eta^2*alpha-3*p*m^2*eta^2*alpha+46/5*p*q*alpha*eta+24 > /25*m^4*alpha*eta*xi-104/5*r*m*p*eta-112/5*r*m*n*eta-762/25*n^2*m^2*p* > alpha-186/25*m^4*eta*p*alpha+10*r*m*xi*eta+10*r*n*eta*alpha+8*r*m*alph > a*xi-192/5*n*eta*m^3*q+656/25*n*eta*m*p^2+21/5*q*m*alpha*eta^2-38/5*q* > m*n*eta^2+572/25*n*m^2*xi*p+63/25*n*m^3*alpha*eta^2+186/25*eta*m*alpha > *n^3+686/25*eta*m*n^2*q+79/5*r*m^2*n*alpha-116/5*r*m*xi*n+132/25*m^9*n > -669/25*m^3*n^4-52/5*r*m*q+12/25*m^4*xi^2+14/5*m*p*xi^2-54/25*m^2*n*xi >^2+147/25*m^2*q^2-34/25*q^2*n+28/5*p*m*alpha*xi*eta-8*q*eta*alpha*xi-8 > *p^2*m*alpha*eta-10*p*n*q*alpha-38/5*p*n^2*eta*alpha+259/25*q*m^2*p*al > pha-444/25*q*m^3*n*alpha+216/25*q*m^3*eta*alpha+748/25*p*q*m^2*eta+26/ > 5*n*eta*p*xi+176/25*m^3*xi*p*alpha+174/25*n*eta*m^5*alpha-452/25*n*m*x > i*q+1122/25*n*eta*m^4*p-1404/25*p*q*m^2*n-42/5*p*r*m*alpha+9/5*n*m*alp > ha*xi^2-156/25*n*m^4*alpha*xi+12/5*n^2*eta*alpha*xi+258/25*m^2*n^2*alp > ha*xi-48/5*r*m^2*eta*alpha-476/25*n*eta*q*p-108/25*n*eta*m^2*alpha*xi-> 84/5*n*m*p*alpha*xi-42/5*n^2*r*eta+6*p^2*alpha*xi+10*r*q*eta-5*r*m^2*e > ta^2+3*r*n*eta^2-132/5*p*r*m^3+19/5*n*p*xi^2-12/5*n^3*alpha*xi-10*p^2* > n*xi+12/5*p^2*xi*eta-3*p*alpha*xi^2-198/5*m^2*r*n^2-54/5*m^4*r*eta+246 > /25*m^5*eta*q-504/25*m^3*q*p+217/25*q*p^2*m+24/25*m^6*alpha*xi+111/25* > m^7*n*alpha-222/25*m^3*p^2*alpha-111/25*m^6*p*alpha-24/25*m^7*eta*alph > a+56/5*r*m^3*eta+12/25*eta*n^4+8/5*eta*q^2-186/25*m^4*p*xi+46/5*q*p*xi > +216/25*m^3*q*xi-8*m*p^2*xi-38/5*n^2*p*xi-5*r*alpha*eta^2+5*p*n^3*alph > a-10*r*xi*eta-6/25*n^3*eta^2+47/5*p^2*n^2+26/5*m*p^3+94/5*m^2*p*r+94/5 > *m*r*n^2-84/5*p*n*r+748/25*q*n*m*p+34/25*q*n^3-26/5*q*p^2-3*m*xi^2*n^2 > -31/25*p*q^2+267/25*n^4*m^2-76/25*m^2*xi^2*p+27/5*r*n^3+66/25*m^3*xi^2 > *n-24*m^3*r*n+1314/25*n^2*q*m^3-27/5*m^4*r*alpha+33*m^4*r*n-516/25*n^3 > *q*m-846/25*n^2*p^2*m+1218/25*n*p^2*m^3+252/5*m^3*p*n^2-198/25*eta*m*n >^4+69/25*m*n^3*eta^2-69/25*n^2*eta^2*p-132/5*q*m^2*n^2-72/5*m^3*xi*n^2 > -162/25*m^3*n^2*eta^2+186/25*m*xi*n^3-504/25*n^3*m*p+301/25*n*q^2*m+17 > 4/25*n*m^5*xi+606/25*n*q*m^4+84/25*n*m^5*eta^2+696/25*eta*m^3*n^3-642/ > 25*eta*m^5*n^2+198/25*eta*n^3*p+381/25*q*p*n^2-54/5*q*n*r+109/5*q*m^2* > r+6*r*m*eta^2+56/5*r*m^3*xi+10*r*n*xi+10*r*p*xi+r*q*alpha-48/5*r*m^2*x > i+21/5*q*m^3*eta^2+23/5*q*p*eta^2-5*r*n^2*alpha-804/25*n*m^2*p^2-756/2 > 5*n*m^5*p+216/25*n*eta*m^7+183/5*p*m^6*n-468/25*p^2*m^3*eta-96/25*p*m> 4*eta^2-228/25*p*m^6*eta+657/25*p*q*m^4-1959/25*p*n^2*m^4+1362/25*p*n> 3*m^2+402/25*n^3*m^3*alpha+111/25*q*m^5*alpha-12/25*m^5*eta^2*alpha-23 > /5*m*p^2*eta^2-10*m*q^2*eta-12/25*m^3*alpha*xi^2+16*p*r*eta-56/5*p^2*n > *eta+572/25*n*eta*m^2*alpha*p+12/5*n^4*xi+8/5*q^2*xi-12/25*m^5*xi^2+41 > 7/25*m^6*n^2-582/25*n^3*m^4-12/5*n^3*eta*xi-308/25*q*m*p*xi+638/25*q*m >^2*n*xi+44/5*q*n*eta*xi-42/5*q*m^2*eta*xi+24/25*m^8*xi+17/5*m*xi^2*q-1 > 98/25*m^6*n*xi+268/25*m^2*p^2*xi-816/25*m^3*p*n*xi+198/25*m^5*p*xi-314 > /25*n*eta*m*p*xi+24/25*m^6*eta*xi-6*m^4*eta*n*xi+162/25*m^3*eta*p*xi+6 > 94/25*n^2*m*p*xi-444/25*n^3*m^2*xi+516/25*n^2*m^4*xi-216/25*q*m^4*xi-4 > 8/5*n^2*q*xi+234/25*n^2*m^2*eta*xi): > d0 := > evalf(14/25*q^2*n^2-528/25*n^2*q*m*p-12/25*n^4*q+408/25*n^3*q*m^2-72/5 > *m^5*r*n-24*m^3*r*n*eta+6*m^5*r*eta-27/5*m^4*r*xi+24*m^3*r*n^2+p^4-708 > /25*n*p^2*m^4+87/5*n*p^2*m*xi+47/5*n^2*p^2*eta-132/5*n^2*q*m^4+12/5*m> 7*r-5*r*n^2*xi-48/5*m^3*r*q-24/5*n^3*p^2-37/25*m*q^2*xi-123/25*m*n^4*x > i+579/25*m^4*p*n*xi-186/25*m^4*eta*p*xi+259/25*q*m^2*p*xi-444/25*q*m^3 > *n*xi+216/25*q*m^3*eta*xi+44/5*r*p*n^2-132/5*eta*q*m^2*n^2+186/25*eta* > m*xi*n^3-63/25*m*xi*n^2*eta^2+234/25*m^4*eta^2*n^2+33/25*m^2*eta^3*n^2 > -168/25*n^3*m^2*eta^2+312/25*n^2*eta^2*m*p-32/25*q*n^2*eta^2-432/25*n* > m^3*eta^2*p-54/25*n*eta*m^2*xi^2-24/5*n*eta*m^8+6*m^2*r^2+63/25*n*m^3* > xi*eta^2+292/25*n*q*m^2*eta^2+6/25*n^4*eta^2-6/25*eta*n^5-582/25*eta*n >^3*m^4+34/25*eta*n^3*q-72/5*eta*m^3*xi*n^2+267/25*eta*n^4*m^2+252/5*et > a*m^3*p*n^2-504/25*eta*n^3*m*p+56/5*q*m*n*r+417/25*eta*m^6*n^2-2/25*n> 3*eta^3-4*n*r^2+4/25*q^3-48/5*n*p^3*m+804/25*n^2*p^2*m^2+2*r*m*eta^3+3 > 67/25*m*n^2*q*xi+r*q*xi+10*r*n*eta*xi-48/5*r*m^2*eta*xi+79/5*r*m^2*n*x > i+327/25*m^4*p^2*eta-168/25*m^2*p^2*q-8/5*q*p*r-756/25*n*eta*m^5*p+606 > /25*n*eta*q*m^4+174/25*n*eta*m^5*xi-108/25*q*m^4*eta^2-452/25*n*eta*m* > xi*q-96/25*n*m^6*eta^2+21/5*q*m*xi*eta^2-804/25*n*eta*m^2*p^2-24/25*n* > m^4*eta^3+136/25*m^3*p^3+2/5*q*n*eta^3-6/5*q*m^2*eta^3-48/5*q*m*p*eta> 2+162/25*m^6*p^2+4/5*q^2*eta^2+748/25*n*eta*q*m*p+572/25*n*eta*m^2*xi* > p-24/25*m^7*eta*xi-12/25*m^5*eta^2*xi+28/5*q*n*p^2-84/5*p*r*n*eta-144/ > 5*p*r*m^2*n-42/5*p*r*m*xi+12*p*r*m^4+28/25*q^2*m*p-42/5*n*m*p*xi^2-78/ > 25*n*m^4*xi^2+3/5*n*m*xi^3+6/5*n^2*eta*xi^2+129/25*m^2*n^2*xi^2-6/5*n> 3*xi^2+5*r^2*eta+4*r*m*xi^2+4/25*m^6*eta^3+12/25*m^8*eta^2+147/25*m^2* > q^2*eta-34/25*q^2*n*eta+22/5*n*q*xi^2-4*q*eta*xi^2+94/5*p*r*m^2*eta-38 > /5*p*n^2*eta*xi-10*p*n*q*xi+108/25*m^5*eta^2*p+126/25*m^7*eta*p-126/25 > *m^6*eta*q+12/25*m^10*eta-504/25*m^3*eta*q*p-3*p*m^2*eta^2*xi+13/5*p*n > *eta^2*xi+46/5*p*q*xi*eta+14/5*p*m*xi^2*eta+102/25*m^4*q^2-48/25*m^8*q > +4/25*m^12+111/25*m^7*n*xi-p*xi^3-52/5*r*m*q*eta-56/5*r*m*n*eta^2+94/5 > *r*m*n^2*eta+28/5*r*m^3*eta^2-48/5*m*n^3*r+2/25*n^6+3*p^2*xi^2-3*p^3*x > i+6/5*m^3*p*eta^3-12/5*m*p*n*eta^3+28/5*m*p^2*r+8*p*r*eta^2+816/25*m^3 > *p*q*n+48/25*m^9*p+26/5*p^3*m*eta-26/5*p^2*q*eta+38/5*m^2*p^2*eta^2-38 > 4/25*m^7*p*n-264/25*m^5*p*q+204/5*m^5*p*n^2-1008/25*m^3*p*n^3+252/25*m > *p*n^4-28/5*p^2*n*eta^2-8*p^2*m*xi*eta-762/25*n^2*m^2*p*xi+402/25*n^3* > m^3*xi+216/25*m^8*n^2-48/25*m^10*n-448/25*m^6*n^3+417/25*m^4*n^4-168/2 > 5*m^2*n*q^2+324/25*m^6*n*q-132/25*m^2*n^5-69/5*n^2*m^5*xi+111/25*q*m^5 > *xi+12/25*m^4*xi^2*eta+88/25*m^3*xi^2*p-88/25*m^2*xi^2*q-222/25*m^3*p> 2*xi-111/25*m^6*p*xi-4/25*m^3*xi^3+12/25*m^6*xi^2-12/25*m^9*xi-5*r*xi* > eta^2+5*p*n^3*xi+p^2*eta^3): > d := > evalf(1/6*(36*d1*d2*d3-108*d0*d3^2-8*d2^3+12*sqrt(3)*sqrt(4*d1^3*d3-d1 >^2*d2^2-18*d1*d2*d3*d0+27*d0^2*d3^2+4*d0*d2^3)*d3)^(1/3)/d3-2/3*(3*d1* > d3-d2^2)/(d3*(36*d1*d2*d3-108*d0*d3^2-8*d2^3+12*sqrt(3)*sqrt(4*d1^3*d3 > -d1^2*d2^2-18*d1*d2*d3*d0+27*d0^2*d3^2+4*d0*d2^3)*d3)^(1/3))-1/3*d2/d3 > ): > b := evalf(alpha*d+xi): > c := evalf(d+eta):
> a := > evalf(1/5*d*m^3+1/5*b*m-3/5*d*m*n-2/5*n^2+4/5*q-1/5*c*m^2+2/5*c*n-4/5* > m*p+4/5*m^2*n+3/5*d*p-1/5*m^4): > A := > evalf(m^2*r*b^3+6*c^2*r*b*d*p-10*c^2*r*b*a+r*d^3*q^2-2*r*b^3*n+15*a^2* > b*r-10*q^2*a*d*m*n-q^2*c*n*d*p-4*d^2*q^3*c-9*c*r*p*b^2+18*q^2*a^2-8*a* > q^3-16*q*a^3-6*c*r*b^2*d*n-4*c^2*r*b^2*m+3*c*r*b*d^2*n^2+6*c*r*b*p^2-5 > *c^3*r^2-6*c^2*r*d*p^2+3*c^3*r*b*n-5*m*q^2*b^2*d-8*m*r*a*c^2*n+4*q^2*a > *n^2-8*m*q*b^2*r-2*m^2*q*a*b^2+d^4*q^3+3*r^2*d^2*n^2-2*d^3*n*q^2*b-5*d >^3*r^2*b+4*m*r*a*c*n^2-d*r*b^3*m+r*d*m^2*n*b^2-5*r*d*p*b^2*m-r*b*d*p*n >^2-2*r*b*a*m^2*n-2*c^3*q^2*n-4*r*d*q*a*c+r*b*d^2*p*m*n+2*r*b*a*n^2+2*r > *a*b^2*m+2*r*m^2*p*b^2-r*n^2*b^2*m+r*p*b^2*n+2*r^2*m*p*c+r*b*n*p^2+3*b >^2*r*d^2*p+4*d*r*a*c*m*p-d^3*r*b*n*p-d^2*r*b^2*m*n+b^4*q-2*b^2*q*d^2*m > *p-3*m*q^3*b+d*m^2*q*b^3+2*d*r*c^3*m*p-8*a*n*r^2-2*b^2*q*c*n^2+3*b^2*q > *c*d*p+b^2*q*c^2*n-2*a*d^3*p^3-2*c^2*r*p*b*m+2*c*r*d^3*p^2+10*a*c*r^2-> 12*q*a^2*n^2-7*p*b*r^2-2*c*q^3*n+13*d^2*r^2*b*m+c^2*q*b*d*m*p+4*c^2*r* > m*p^2+4*c^3*r*a*m-2*c^2*r*p*d^2*n+4*q*n*r^2-b*q*c^3*p+b*q*d^3*p^2-c^2* > q*p*b*m^2-4*m^2*r^2*c^2+5*d^3*r*b*m*q-8*c^2*q^2*a+4*d*r*b^2*c*m^2-4*d> 2*r*b*m*c*p-m^3*q*b^3+m^2*q^2*c^3+3*m^2*q^2*b^2+4*c*q^2*b^2-2*m^2*r*c> 3*p-4*d^3*r^2*c*m-3*d*r*b*c^2*m*n-9*d^2*r^2*c*n-2*d^2*r*m*c*p^2+3*m^2* > r*b*c^2*n+8*r^2*c^2*n+10*d^2*r^2*a-6*a*p^3*b+4*d*r*p*b*c*m^2-4*m^3*r*b >^2*c-3*n*q^2*b^2+q^2*c^2*n^2+6*a*p^2*b^2+3*d^4*r^2*n-2*c^4*r*p+b^2*q*n >^3-c*q^2*d^3*p+6*m^2*q*c*a^2+c^4*q^2+d*r*c^3*q+12*a*m^2*r^2+r^2*d^2*q+ > q^2*c*p^2+7*q^2*b*r+12*a^2*c*n*m*p+3*a^2*c*n*d*p-15*a^2*c*m*d*q-3*a^2* > c*n*b*m+3*a^2*d*m^2*n*b-9*a^2*d^2*p*m*n-3*a^2*m^3*n*b+9*a^2*d*p*m^2*n+ > 12*a^2*n*p^2-12*a^2*p*r+3*a^2*d^2*n^3+9*a^2*d^2*p^2+6*a^2*d*p*c*m^2+24 > *a^2*m*n*r-3*a^2*d*m*n^3-9*a^2*d^2*n*q-12*a^2*m*p*n^2-6*a^2*m^3*p*c+9* > a^2*n^2*b*m+3*a^2*d*p*n^2-15*a^2*d*p^2*m+9*a^2*d^2*m^2*q-6*a^2*c^2*m*p > -3*a^2*c*n^2*d*m+4*a^3*m^4+8*a^3*n^2+3*a^2*n^4-6*q^2*a*c*m^2+4*q^2*c*n > *a+12*a^3*d*m*n+3*m^2*p*a^2*b+21*a^2*d*m^2*r+3*a^2*c*n^2*m^2-6*a^2*b*d > *n^2-15*a^2*p*b*n+9*a^2*b*c*p+12*a^2*b*d*q-18*a^2*c*m*r-21*a^2*d*n*r+5 > *a^4-2*q^2*d*p*a+8*q^2*a*m*p+4*a*c*m*d*q^2+6*a*d^2*m^2*q^2+q^2*d*n*r+3 > *q^2*p*b*n-5*q^2*b*c*p+3*c*m*d*q^3-16*a*b*d*q^2+4*a*d^2*n*q^2+d^2*n*q> 3+3*a^2*c^2*n^2+4*a^3*c*m^2-4*a^3*b*m-8*c*n*a^3-12*d*p*a^3-4*a^3*d*m^3 > +16*a^3*m*p-16*a^3*m^2*n+3*a^2*b^2*n-6*a^2*c*n^3-12*a^2*m^3*r-9*a^2*c* > p^2-4*q^2*p*r+q^4+4*b*d*q^3-d*p*q^3-3*d*p*a^2*b*m+4*c*q^2*b*d*n-3*d*q> 2*b*c*m^2-d*q^2*c^2*m*n+c^2*q^2*b*m+d^2*p*b*q^2+15*d*r*c*a^2-9*d^2*r*m > *a^2+2*c^2*q^3-d^3*q^3*m+q^2*c*n*b*m+d^2*p*c*m*q^2-m*p*b*d*q^2+12*a*m* > p*b*r-3*r*c*d*q^2-r*d^2*m*q^2+3*c^2*p*d*q^2+2*a*c^3*p^2-2*a*m^2*p*c*n* > b+2*a*m*p*b*d*n^2-2*a*m*p^2*c*n*d+16*a*c^2*p*r+2*a*c*p^2*n^2+2*a*m^2*p >^2*c^2-16*q*a*c*n*d*p+2*q*m*p*b*r+10*a*m*q^2*b+4*m^3*r*a*c^2+6*q*a*d*p > *n^2+2*q*a*d*p^2*m+2*q*a*n^2*b*m-16*q*a*c*n*b*m-2*q*a*d*m^2*n*b-6*q*a* > d^2*p*m*n+8*q*a*c*n*m*p+4*q*a*p*b*n+4*q*a*b*c*p+8*q*a*c*m*r+12*q*a*d*n > *r-16*q*a*m*n*r+4*q*a*c*n^2*d*m+2*q*a*d*p*c*m^2+10*q*a*d*m^2*r-4*q*a*c > *n^3+4*q*a*c*p^2-8*q*a*n*p^2+16*q*a*p*r-2*q*a*d^2*p^2+6*q*c*n*a^2+15*q > *d*p*a^2-9*q*a^2*d*m^3-24*q*a^2*m*p+12*q*a^2*m^2*n+4*q*a*b^2*n-3*q*a^2 > *b*m-10*q*m^2*p*a*b+6*q*a^2*d*m*n-4*q*c^2*p*r+8*q*a*c^2*n^2+6*c^2*q*a> 2+6*a^2*m^2*p^2-3*q*m*p*b^2*n-16*q*d^2*r*m*a-q*b*p*c*n^2+2*q*b*p*c^2*n > -q*d^2*r*n*c*m-22*q*a*b*r+6*a*d*p^3*c-2*a*d*p^3*n+2*a*d*p^2*r+11*q*d^2 > *r*c*p-2*q*d*r*c^2*n+d^3*r*c*q*n+q*d*r*c*n^2+3*q*d^3*r*m*p-5*q*d^2*r*b > *n-5*q*d^2*r*b*m^2-q*c*p*b^2*m+4*q*c*p*n*r+13*q*d*r*b^2-q*d^2*m*p^2*b+ > 3*q*p^2*b^2-6*q*c*r^2-3*q*b^3*p+2*q*d*m^2*p*b^2+10*q*r*b*d*m*n-2*a*b^3 > *p-q*d*m*r^2+3*q*d*p^2*r+20*q*d*p*a*b*m+q*d*p*c*n*b*m+2*q*m*p^2*b*c-8* > q*d*p*c*m*r-3*q*d^2*p*n*r+q*d*p*b^2*n+5*d*r^3-4*m*r^3+2*a*p^4+4*a*d*p* > b^2*n-6*a*d^2*p*m^2*r+2*a*d^2*p*n*r+6*a*m*p^2*b*n+2*a*d*p*c*n*b*m-8*a* > m*p^2*r+2*a*m*p^3*d^2-3*q*d*p^2*b*c+2*a*m*p^2*b*c+q*d*p^2*b*n-2*a*d*p> 2*b*n-2*a*d^2*p*b*n^2-10*a*d^2*p*b*q-6*a*d*p^2*b*c+8*a*c*q*b*d*n-4*a*c > *q*d^2*n^2+6*a*c^2*q*b*m-6*a*m*p*b^2*n+2*a*d^2*p^2*c*n-2*a*d*p^2*c^2*m > +6*a*d^3*p*n*q+4*a*b*p*c*n^2-2*a*b*p*c^2*n-2*a*b*p*n^3+4*a*m^2*p*c*r-8 > *a*c*q*b^2+14*a*d^2*r*b*n-8*a*d^2*r*b*m^2-14*a*d^2*r*c*p-6*a*d*r*c^2*n > +14*a*d*r*b*c*m+12*a*d*r*c*n^2+6*a*d^3*r*m*p+10*a*d^2*r*n*c*m-4*a*c^3* > q*n-4*a*m^2*q*c^2*n+6*a*m^3*q*b*c+2*a*c^2*p*d*q+2*a*c*p*b^2*m-24*a*c*p > *n*r-6*a*d*q*b*c*m^2+4*a*d*q*c^2*m*n+2*a*m^3*p*b^2-4*a*m^2*p^2*b*d-6*a > *d*r*n^3-6*a*d^3*r*n^2-10*a*d*r*b^2+6*a*r*d^2*n^2*m-10*a*r*d*n*c*m^2-2 > 0*a*r*b*d*m*n+8*a*r*b*d*m^3-2*a*d*m^2*p*b^2+4*a*d^2*m*p^2*b-4*a*m*p^3* > c+8*a*r*p*n^2-6*a*d^3*q^2*m+8*a*d^2*q^2*c-22*a*d*m*r^2-4*a*c^2*p^2*n-2 > *a*d^2*p*c*m*q+b*d*n*r^2-5*p*d*n*r^2-2*r*p*c^2*n^2+5*b*m*n*r^2-8*b*d*m >^2*r^2-2*b*c*m*r^2+4*c*p*d*r^2+2*r*c^2*p*d*n*m-5*r*b*q*n^2+4*r*c^3*p*n > -4*d*r*a*c^2*m^2+2*r*b*c*n*q+2*r*b*d*p*a-3*r*b*c*n^2*d*m+3*r*b*c*n^3-6 > *r*b*c^2*n^2+2*r*m*q^2*c-8*r*p*c*n*b*m+5*b^2*r^2-5*d*r^2*c*b-10*r*p*b* > d*q+2*r*c*n*d*p^2+4*d^2*r^2*c*m^2-3*d^3*r^2*m*n+3*d*r^2*c^2*m+5*r*b*c* > n*d*p-6*r*b*a*c*m^2+8*r*b*c*n*a+r*d*q*c^2*m^2-2*c*r*p^3+3*r*c^2*q*b+11 > *r*c*n*b^2*m+4*r*p*a*d*m*n+2*r^2*d*n*c*m+2*r^2*d^2*m*p-3*r^2*c*n^2+2*p >^2*r^2-2*d^3*r^2*p+2*d^2*q^2*m*b*n+3*m*q*b^3*n+2*m^2*q*b*c*r-2*d*q^2*b > *n^2+5*c*r*b^3-m*q*b^2*d*n^2+m^2*q*c*n*b^2+2*d^2*q^2*b^2+3*d^2*q^2*b*c > *m+2*d^2*q*b*a*m*n-d^2*q*b*c*n*p+6*d^3*q*r*a-d*q^2*c^3*m-4*d*q^2*c^2*b > +2*d*q*a*b^2*m-7*d^2*q*r*c*b-d*q*c*n*b^2*m+d^2*q*b^2*n^2-3*d^4*q*r*p-2 > *d*q*b^3*n-d^2*q*r*c^2*m+d^2*q^2*c^2*n-2*c^2*q^2*p*m+5*d^2*r^2*c^2-c*q > *b^3*m-q*p^3*b): > B := > evalf(3*m*r^2*b^3-3*r*p^2*b^3+2*m*r^3*c^2+a*d^4*q^3+d^4*r^3*m-b^3*r*n> 3+5*a*b^2*r^2-5*c^2*r*b*a^2+r^3*d^2*p-3*r*b*a^2*c*m^2+4*r*b*c*n*a^2+2* > r*p*a^2*d*m*n+d^2*q*b*a^2*m*n+d*q*a^2*b^2*m-a^2*d^2*p*c*m*q-2*d*r*a^2* > c^2*m^2+r*b*d*p*a^2-m^2*q*a^2*b^2+2*c^3*r*a^2*m+2*m^2*q*c*a^3+r*p^3*b> 2+r^2*c^3*n^2+a^2*c^2*p*d*q+a^2*c*p*b^2*m-12*a^2*c*p*n*r-3*a^2*d*q*b*c > *m^2+2*a^2*d*q*c^2*m*n-2*a^2*m^2*p^2*b*d+3*a^2*r*d^2*n^2*m-5*a^2*r*d*n > *c*m^2-10*a^2*r*b*d*m*n+4*a^2*r*b*d*m^3-a^2*d*m^2*p*b^2-2*a^2*m*p^3*c+ > a^2*d^2*p*n*r+3*a^2*m*p^2*b*n+a^2*d*p*c*n*b*m+a^2*m*p^2*b*c-a^2*d*p^2* > b*n-a^2*d^2*p*b*n^2-5*a^2*d^2*p*b*q-3*a^2*d*p^2*b*c+4*a^2*c*q*b*d*n-2* > a^2*c*q*d^2*n^2+3*a^2*c^2*q*b*m-3*a^2*m*p*b^2*n+a^2*d^2*p^2*c*n-a^2*d* > p^2*c^2*m+3*a^2*d^3*p*n*q+2*a^2*b*p*c*n^2-a^2*b*p*c^2*n+2*a^2*m^2*p*c* > r+7*a^2*d^2*r*b*n-4*a^2*d^2*r*b*m^2-7*a^2*d^2*r*c*p-3*a^2*d*r*c^2*n+2* > a^2*d*p*b^2*n+6*a^2*d*r*c*n^2+3*a^2*d^3*r*m*p+5*a^2*d^2*r*n*c*m-2*a^2* > m^2*q*c^2*n+3*a^2*m^3*q*b*c+2*q*a^3*d*m*n+4*q*a^2*c*m*r+6*q*a^2*d*n*r-> 8*q*a^2*m*n*r+2*q*a^2*c*n^2*d*m+q*a^2*d*p*c*m^2+5*q*a^2*d*m^2*r+2*q*c* > n*a^3+5*q*d*p*a^3-3*q*a^3*d*m^3-8*q*a^3*m*p+4*q*a^3*m^2*n+2*q*a^2*b^2* > n-q*a^3*b*m+4*q*a^2*c^2*n^2-11*q*a^2*b*r+3*a^2*d*p^3*c+2*q*a^2*b*c*p-5 > *q*m^2*p*a^2*b-8*q*d^2*r*m*a^2-a^2*d*p^3*n+a^2*d*p^2*r-4*a^2*m*p^2*r+a >^2*m*p^3*d^2-a^2*b*p*n^3-4*a^2*c*q*b^2-2*a^2*c^3*q*n+a^2*m^3*p*b^2-3*a >^2*d*r*n^3-3*a^2*d^3*r*n^2-5*a^2*d*r*b^2+4*a^2*r*p*n^2-3*a^2*d^3*q^2*m > +4*a^2*d^2*q^2*c-11*a^2*d*m*r^2-2*a^2*c^2*p^2*n+3*d^3*q*r*a^2+a^2*p^4+ > 2*a^2*c*m*d*q^2+5*d*r*c*a^3-3*d^2*r*m*a^3+8*a^2*c^2*p*r+a^2*c*p^2*n^2+ > a^2*m^2*p^2*c^2+5*a^2*m*q^2*b+2*m^3*r*a^2*c^2-2*q*a^2*c*n^3+2*q*a^2*c* > p^2-4*q*a^2*n*p^2+8*q*a^2*p*r-q*a^2*d^2*p^2+3*a^3*d*p*m^2*n+2*a^3*d*p* > c*m^2+a^5+2*a*p^2*r^2-3*a^3*d^2*p*m*n-a^3*c*n^2*d*m-d*p*a^3*b*m+6*a^2* > m*p*b*r-a^2*m^2*p*c*n*b+a^2*m*p*b*d*n^2-a^2*m*p^2*c*n*d-8*q*a^2*c*n*d* > p+3*q*a^2*d*p*n^2+q*a^2*d*p^2*m+q*a^2*n^2*b*m-8*q*a^2*c*n*b*m-q*a^2*d* > m^2*n*b-3*q*a^2*d^2*p*m*n+4*q*a^2*c*n*m*p+2*q*a^2*p*b*n+4*a^3*c*n*m*p+ > a^3*c*n*d*p-5*a^3*c*m*d*q-a^3*c*n*b*m+a^3*d*m^2*n*b+a^4*m^4+2*a^4*n^2+ > a^3*n^4+a*q^4-a^3*m^3*n*b+8*a^3*m*n*r-a^3*d*m*n^3-3*a^3*d^2*n*q-4*a^3* > m*p*n^2-2*a^3*m^3*p*c+3*a^3*n^2*b*m+a^3*d*p*n^2-5*a^3*d*p^2*m+3*a^3*d> 2*m^2*q-2*a^3*c^2*m*p-3*q^2*a^2*c*m^2+2*q^2*c*n*a^2+3*a^4*d*m*n+m^2*p* > a^3*b+7*a^3*d*m^2*r+a^3*c*n^2*m^2-2*a^3*b*d*n^2-5*a^3*p*b*n+3*a^3*b*c* > p+4*a^3*b*d*q-6*a^3*c*m*r-7*a^3*d*n*r-q^2*d*p*a^2+4*q^2*a^2*m*p+3*a^2* > d^2*m^2*q^2-8*a^2*b*d*q^2+2*a^2*d^2*n*q^2+6*q^2*a^3-4*a^2*q^3-4*q*a^4+ > 5*a^3*b*r+a*d^2*n*q^3-4*a*q^2*p*r-a*d*p*q^3-a*d^3*q^3*m+10*q*d*p*a^2*b > *m-3*a^2*d^2*p*m^2*r+7*a^2*d*r*b*c*m+2*a^2*d^2*m*p^2*b-3*a*r^2*c*n^2-2 > *a*d^3*r^2*p+5*a*c*r*b^3+2*a*d^2*q^2*b^2+5*a*d^2*r^2*c^2-a*q*p^3*b+5*a > *d*r^3+5*d^3*r^3*c-a*c*q^2*d^3*p+a*d*r*c^3*q-4*a*d^3*r^2*c*m-3*a*d*r*b > *c^2*m*n-9*a*d^2*r^2*c*n-2*a*d^2*r*m*c*p^2+3*a*m^2*r*b*c^2*n+4*a*d*r*p > *b*c*m^2-4*a*m^3*r*b^2*c+4*a*c*q^2*b^2+8*a*r^2*c^2*n-3*a*n*q^2*b^2+a*q >^2*c^2*n^2+3*a*d^4*r^2*n-2*a*c^4*r*p+a*b^2*q*n^3+a*r^2*d^2*q+7*a*q^2*b > *r-2*a*c^2*r*p*b*m+2*a*c*r*d^3*p^2+13*a*d^2*r^2*b*m+a*c^2*q*b*d*m*p+4* > a*c^2*r*m*p^2-2*a*c^2*r*p*d^2*n-a*b*q*c^3*p+a*b*q*d^3*p^2-a*c^2*q*p*b* > m^2+5*a*d^3*r*b*m*q+4*a*d*r*b^2*c*m^2-2*a*d^3*n*q^2*b-2*a*b^2*q*d^2*m* > p+a*d*m^2*q*b^3+2*a*d*r*c^3*m*p-2*a*b^2*q*c*n^2+3*a*b^2*q*c*d*p-6*a*c* > r*b^2*d*n+3*a*c*r*b*d^2*n^2+6*a*c*r*b*p^2-6*a*c^2*r*d*p^2+3*a*c^3*r*b* > n-5*a*m*q^2*b^2*d-8*a*m*q*b^2*r-a*q^2*c*n*d*p-4*a*d^2*q^3*c+3*a*r^2*d> 2*n^2-5*a*d^3*r^2*b-2*a*c^3*q^2*n-3*a*m*q^3*b-7*a*p*b*r^2-2*a*c*q^3*n+ > 4*a*q*n*r^2-4*a*m^2*r^2*c^2-a*m^3*q*b^3+a*m^2*q^2*c^3+3*a*m^2*q^2*b^2-> 9*a*c*r*p*b^2+6*a*c^2*r*b*d*p-4*a*d^2*r*b*m*c*p-2*a*m^2*r*c^3*p+a*q^2* > c*p^2-5*d*r^3*c^2+a*r*d^3*q^2-2*c^4*r^2*n+5*b*c*r^3-3*b*n*r^3-a*d^2*q* > r*c^2*m+a*d^2*q^2*c^2*n-2*a*c^2*q^2*p*m-a*c*q*b^3*m+2*a*r^2*d*n*c*m+2* > a*d^2*q^2*m*b*n+3*a*m*q*b^3*n+2*a*m^2*q*b*c*r-2*a*d*q^2*b*n^2-a*m*q*b> 2*d*n^2+a*m^2*q*c*n*b^2+3*a*d^2*q^2*b*c*m-a*d^2*q*b*c*n*p-a*d*q^2*c^3* > m-4*a*d*q^2*c^2*b-7*a*d^2*q*r*c*b-a*d*q*c*n*b^2*m+a*d^2*q*b^2*n^2-3*a* > d^4*q*r*p-5*a*d*r^2*c*b-10*a*r*p*b*d*q+2*a*r*c*n*d*p^2+4*a*d^2*r^2*c*m >^2-3*a*d^3*r^2*m*n+3*a*d*r^2*c^2*m+5*a*r*b*c*n*d*p+a*r*d*q*c^2*m^2+3*a > *r*c^2*q*b+11*a*r*c*n*b^2*m+2*a*r^2*d^2*m*p-5*a*p*d*n*r^2-2*a*r*p*c^2* > n^2+5*a*b*m*n*r^2-8*a*b*d*m^2*r^2-2*a*b*c*m*r^2+4*a*c*p*d*r^2+2*a*r*c> 2*p*d*n*m-5*a*r*b*q*n^2+4*a*r*c^3*p*n+2*a*r*b*c*n*q-3*a*r*b*c*n^2*d*m+ > 3*a*r*b*c*n^3-6*a*r*b*c^2*n^2+2*a*r*m*q^2*c-a*q*d*m*r^2+3*a*q*d*p^2*r+ > a*q*d*p*c*n*b*m+2*a*q*m*p^2*b*c-8*a*q*d*p*c*m*r-3*a*q*d^2*p*n*r+a*q*d* > p*b^2*n-3*a*q*d*p^2*b*c+a*q*d*p^2*b*n+a*b*d*n*r^2-8*a*r*p*c*n*b*m-2*a* > d*q*b^3*n-4*a*q*c^2*p*r-3*a*q*m*p*b^2*n-a*q*b*p*c*n^2+13*a*q*d*r*b^2+3 > *a*c^2*p*d*q^2+2*a*q*b*p*c^2*n-a*q*d^2*r*n*c*m+11*a*q*d^2*r*c*p-2*a*q* > d*r*c^2*n+a*d^3*r*c*q*n+a*q*d*r*c*n^2+3*a*q*d^3*r*m*p-5*a*q*d^2*r*b*n-> 5*a*q*d^2*r*b*m^2-a*q*c*p*b^2*m+4*a*q*c*p*n*r-a*q*d^2*m*p^2*b+2*a*q*d* > m^2*p*b^2+10*a*q*r*b*d*m*n+4*a*c*q^2*b*d*n-3*a*d*q^2*b*c*m^2-a*d*q^2*c >^2*m*n+a*c^2*q^2*b*m+a*d^2*p*b*q^2+a*q^2*c*n*b*m+a*d^2*p*c*m*q^2-a*m*p > *b*d*q^2-3*a*r*c*d*q^2-a*r*d^2*m*q^2+2*a*q*m*p*b*r+a*q^2*d*n*r+3*a*q^2 > *p*b*n+3*a*c*m*d*q^3+4*a*b*d*q^3+2*d^4*r^2*b*p+4*d*r^3*b*m+5*d^2*r^2*c > *b^2+2*d*r*b^4*n-d^2*r*b^3*n^2-2*r*d*q*c*a^2+2*r*m*q*b*c^2*p-r*b*q*c*p >^2+3*r*d*p^2*b^2*c+r*b*a*n*p^2+r*b*d*p*q^2-r*b*a^2*m^2*n+r*b*a*d^2*p*m > *n-r*b*a*d*p*n^2-r*b*d^2*p*c*m*q+r*b*q*c*n*d*p-3*r*b*c^2*p*d*q-2*r*m*p >^2*b^2*c-r*d*p*b^3*n+r*a*d*m^2*n*b^2-r*a*n^2*b^2*m+2*r*m^2*p*a*b^2+r*d >^2*m*p^2*b^2+r*c*p*b^3*m-r*d*p*c*n*b^2*m-5*r*d*p*a*b^2*m-3*r*q*p*b^2*n > +r*b^2*p*c*n^2-2*r*b^2*p*c^2*n+3*r*m*p*b^3*n-r*d*p^2*b^2*n-r*d^2*p*b^2 > *q+r*m*p*b^2*d*q-2*r*d*m^2*p*b^3+5*r*q*b^2*c*p+r*a*p*b^2*n-d*r^2*c^3*m > *n-4*d*r^2*b*c^2*m^2-d*r^2*p*c^2*n+r^2*c*q*d^2*n+d^2*r^2*p*c^2*m-r^2*p > *c*d*q+r^2*b*c^2*m*n+2*r^2*a*c*m*p+4*b*d*p*c*m*r^2+2*b*d^2*p*n*r^2-b*q > *d*n*r^2-6*b*d^2*r^2*c*p+6*b*d*r^2*c^2*n-3*b*d*r^2*c*n^2+b*c*p*n*r^2+7 > *b*r^2*c*d*q+b*r^2*d^2*m*q+3*b*d^2*r^2*n*c*m-5*m*q*b*c*r^2-d^5*r^3-7*d > *r^2*b^2*c*m+3*d^2*r^2*b^2*n+3*d*r^3*c*n-4*d^2*r^3*c*m-2*b*d*p^2*r^2+3 > *b*q*p*r^2-3*b*c^2*p*r^2-d^3*q*r^2*b+7*r^2*b^2*p*d-2*r^2*q*c^2*n+3*d*r >^2*c^3*p+c^3*r^2*b*m-2*r*a*b^3*n+r*b*a^2*n^2+r*a^2*b^2*m+2*c^3*r^2*q+m >^2*r*a*b^3-3*m*r*b^4*n+2*d^2*r^2*b^2*m^2-3*m*p*b^2*r^2-5*r^2*b^2*d*m*n > +c*r^2*q^2+4*m^2*r^2*b^2*c+c*r*b^4*m-7*c*r^2*b^2*n+3*n^2*r^2*b^2+d*r*n >^2*b^3*m+d^2*r*b^2*c*n*p+d*r*c*n*b^3*m-4*d*r*b^2*c*n*q-2*d^2*r*m*q*b^2 > *n+2*d*r*b^2*q*n^2+m^2*r^2*c^4-d*r*a*b^3*m+d*r*b*m*q*c^2*n-2*d^3*r^2*b > *m*p-d^2*r*b*q*c^2*n+3*d*r^2*q*m*c^2-d^3*r*b*n*p*a+4*d^2*r^2*b*c^2*m+2 > *d*r*a^2*c*m*p-d^3*r^2*q*c*m-d^2*r*b*q^2*n-d^2*r*b^2*a*m*n-3*d^3*r^2*c > *b*n+2*d^3*r*n*q*b^2-d*r^2*c^4*m-5*d*r^2*c^3*b+d^2*r^2*c^3*n-c^3*r*b*q > *m^2+c^3*r*b*q*d*m+c^2*r*p*b^2*m^2+3*c*r*b^2*d*m^2*q-c^2*r*b^2*m*q-c^2 > *r*b^2*d*m*p-3*c*r*b^2*d^2*m*q-d*r^3*q+m^3*r*b^4-m*r*b^2*c*n*q-m^2*r*c > *n*b^3+a*b^4*q-5*a*q^2*b*c*p-3*c*r*b*d*m*q^2-5*d*r^2*b^3-2*c*r^3*p-4*c >^2*r^2*q*d^2-d^3*r^3*n+c^5*r^2+2*a*c^2*q^3+c*r^2*d^4*q-c^2*r^2*d^3*p-2 > *c^3*r^2*m*p-d*m^2*r*b^4-2*d^3*m*r^2*b^2-5*a*c^3*r^2-3*q*b^2*r^2+a*b^2 > *q*c^2*n+b*r*c*q*d^3*p+2*b*r*c*q^2*n+b^2*r*c^3*p-4*b^2*r*d*q^2+5*b^3*r > *d*m*q-3*b^3*r*c*d*p+2*b^3*r*d^2*m*p+3*b^2*r*a*d^2*p+4*b^2*r*d*q*c^2-2 > *b^3*r*d^2*q+3*b^3*r*n*q-3*b^3*r*m^2*q-b^3*r*c^2*n-b*r*c^4*q-b*r*d^4*q >^2-b^5*r-4*a*c^2*r*b^2*m-4*a*m*r^3+c^2*r^2*p^2+2*b*r*c^3*q*n-b*r*q*c^2 > *n^2+3*r*b^4*p-2*b*r*c^2*q^2-4*b^3*r*c*q-b^2*r*d^3*p^2+b*r*d^3*q^2*m+4 > *b*r*d^2*q^2*c+3*b^2*r*m*q^2+2*b^3*r*c*n^2+5*c^2*r^2*b^2-4*m*r*a^2*c^2 > *n+2*q^2*a^2*n^2-4*a^2*n*r^2-a^2*d^3*p^3+5*a^2*c*r^2-4*q*a^3*n^2-4*c^2 > *q^2*a^2+5*d^2*r^2*a^2-3*a^2*p^3*b+3*a^2*p^2*b^2+6*a^2*m^2*r^2+4*a^3*n > *p^2-4*a^3*p*r+a^3*d^2*n^3+3*a^3*d^2*p^2+a^3*c^2*n^2+a^4*c*m^2-a^4*b*m > -2*c*n*a^4-3*d*p*a^4-a^4*d*m^3+4*a^4*m*p-4*a^4*m^2*n+a^3*b^2*n-2*a^3*c > *n^3-4*a^3*m^3*r-3*a^3*c*p^2+a^2*c^3*p^2+2*c^2*q*a^3+2*a^3*m^2*p^2-a^2 > *b^3*p+r^4-5*q^2*a^2*d*m*n+2*m*r*a^2*c*n^2+3*a*q*p^2*b^2-6*a*q*c*r^2-3 > *a*q*b^3*p-2*a*c*r*p^3+a*c^4*q^2-b*r*q^3-5*d^2*r^3*b): > in this example y1 is the root we want, let it be the first root of > the Quintic, r1 > r1 := y1: > factoring it out of the Quintic, leaving only the > Quartic to solve > dd := m+r1: > cc := n+r1^2+m*r1: > bb := p+r1*n+r1^3+m*r1^2: > aa := q+r1*p+r1^2*n+r1^4+m*r1^3: > yy := 0: > gg := > 1/12*(-36*cc*dd*bb-288*yy*cc-288*aa*cc+108*bb^2+108*aa*dd^2+108*yy*dd> 2+8*cc^3+12*sqrt(18*dd^2*bb^2*aa+18*dd^2*bb^2*yy+1152*dd*bb*yy*aa+240* > dd*bb*yy*cc^2+240*dd*bb*aa*cc^2-54*cc*dd^3*bb*aa-54*cc*dd^3*bb*yy-864* > yy*cc*aa*dd^2+81*bb^4-768*yy^3-768*aa^3+12*dd^3*bb^3-2304*yy^2*aa+384* > yy^2*cc^2-2304*yy*aa^2-48*yy*cc^4+384*aa^2*cc^2-48*aa*cc^4-3*dd^2*bb^2 > *cc^2+576*dd*bb*yy^2+576*dd*bb*aa^2+768*yy*aa*cc^2-54*cc*dd*bb^3-432*y > y*cc*bb^2-432*yy^2*cc*dd^2-432*aa*cc*bb^2-432*aa^2*cc*dd^2+162*aa*dd^4 > *yy+12*aa*dd^2*cc^3+12*yy*dd^2*cc^3+12*bb^2*cc^3+81*aa^2*dd^4+81*yy^2* > dd^4))^(1/3)-12*(1/12*dd*bb-1/3*yy-1/3*aa-1/36*cc^2)/((-36*cc*dd*bb-28 > 8*yy*cc-288*aa*cc+108*bb^2+108*aa*dd^2+108*yy*dd^2+8*cc^3+12*sqrt(18*d > d^2*bb^2*aa+18*dd^2*bb^2*yy+1152*dd*bb*yy*aa+240*dd*bb*yy*cc^2+240*dd* > bb*aa*cc^2-54*cc*dd^3*bb*aa-54*cc*dd^3*bb*yy-864*yy*cc*aa*dd^2+81*bb^4 > -768*yy^3-768*aa^3+12*dd^3*bb^3-2304*yy^2*aa+384*yy^2*cc^2-2304*yy*aa> 2-48*yy*cc^4+384*aa^2*cc^2-48*aa*cc^4-3*dd^2*bb^2*cc^2+576*dd*bb*yy^2+ > 576*dd*bb*aa^2+768*yy*aa*cc^2-54*cc*dd*bb^3-432*yy*cc*bb^2-432*yy^2*cc > *dd^2-432*aa*cc*bb^2-432*aa^2*cc*dd^2+162*aa*dd^4*yy+12*aa*dd^2*cc^3+1 > 2*yy*dd^2*cc^3+12*bb^2*cc^3+81*aa^2*dd^4+81*yy^2*dd^4))^(1/3))+1/6*cc: > ee := (dd^2/4+2*gg-cc)^(1/2): > ff := (dd*gg-bb)/(2*ee): > yy1 := > evalf(-1/4*dd+1/2*ee+1/4*sqrt(dd^2-4*dd*ee+4*ee^2+16*ff-16*gg)): > yy2 > :=evalf(-1/4*dd+1/2*ee-1/4*sqrt(dd^2-4*dd*ee+4*ee^2+16*ff-16*gg)): > yy3 :=evalf( > -1/4*dd-1/2*ee+1/4*sqrt(dd^2+4*dd*ee+4*ee^2-16*ff-16*gg)): > yy4 > :=evalf(-1/4*dd-1/2*ee-1/4*sqrt(dd^2+4*dd*ee+4*ee^2-16*ff-16*gg)): 
